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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, SALT LAKE CITY 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
-0O0-
DEE CLAYTON, et al., 
Plaintiffs, Case No. 000909522 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR NEW TRIAL 
vs. 
UTAH AUTO COLLECTION, 
et al., 
Defendants. 
-0O0-
BE IT REMEMBERED that on the 7th day of May, 
2007, commencing at the hour of 2:32 p.m., the above-
entitled matter came on for hearing before the 
HONORABLE JOSEPH C. FRATTO, JR., sitting as Judge in 
the above-named Court for the purpose of this cause, 
and that the following proceedings were had. 
-oOo-
FILED DISTRICT COURT 
Third Judicial District 
N0V> 1 2007 
ej^ SALT LAKE COUNTY 
Deputy Clerk 
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LITIGATION SERVICES 
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1 which meant that the door shortened from the front to 
2 the rear sufficient to operate a rod that pushed the 
3 latch and the latch opened, that if that occurred, he 
4 would expect to find the latch in the fully-opened 
5 position. 
6 He also says in that exhibit that the way to 
7 orient the latch is to look at the number of bolt 
8 holes. Okay. This particular latch here, 316, it's 
9 not exactly the same as ours, the way to orient a 
10 latch according to his testimony is that the latch 
11 mounts to three holes, and the two-hole side of the 
12 latch is the up. So, if you look at his testimony 
13 initially on direct examination, he was describing 
14 which port bolt was the evidence that supported his 
15 theory of the case, that the latch had come open 
16 through the weight of Mr. Clayton against the inside 
17 of the door. 
18 And he identified which port bolt it was 
19 that was at issue and it was the lower port bolt. And 
2 0 it's confusing in his testimony, because he first 
21 calls it the upper and then he corrects himself at the 
2 2 bottom of Page 52~or I'm sony, the bottom of Page 53 
23 of his testimony. He says, actually, it's the bottom 
2 4 port bolt, but if you turn it around-I misspoke, the 
2 5 top has two screws. So, the orientation becomes very 
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1 photographs, not the key one, which he focused on, 
2 which was the lower one. Remember, the upper one, it 
3 was the side of the latch that has two holes. 
4 THE COURT: Mr. Emblem, may I ask this now: 
5 You're entitled to a new trial because Mr. Caulfield 
6 was confused? I mean, I'm not quite certain what's 
7 the-
8 MR. EMBLEM: No. (Inaudible) 
9 THE COURT: Okay. 
10 MR EMBLEM: Mr. Caulfield's assistant, 
11 whose name is Vosberg, went out on July 21st, 2005, 
12 and photographed the latch and he was there two months 
13 after Mr. Gilbert. Mr. Gilbert was there and in his 
14 report, which is Exhibit 17, he fines the bolts fully 
15 open-fully open and he finds that to move-now, what 
16 Mr. Gilbert said-I mean, what Mr. Caulfield says in 
17 his report is that the bolts were not fully open, that 
18 the lower bolt was in a partial closed position and 
19 that it (inaudible) in other words, something happened 
2 0 to the latches, they were no longer movable. So, 
21 that's not the same as being confused, that's doing 
2 2 something to the latch, which is evidenced in the 
2 3 photographs in Exhibit 8, these are the Vosberg 
2 4 photos. 
25 In the Vosberg photos, when he first 
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1 important because it tells us from the photographs 
2 which port bolt we're looking at, whether it's the 
3 upper or the lower. And under Mr. Caulfield's theory, 
4 it's the lower port bolt which damaged the port-the 
5 latch pin that's in the door jamb that the-fork bolts 
6 latch around. 
7 And—and then at Exhibit 2, Mr. Caulfield 
8 says, if it's all the way open, that-that means rod 
9 activation. So, it became very important then and we 
10 didn't know that this was where he was going with that 
11 until he was on the stand on direct, long after Mr. 
12 Gilbert had gone back to Atlanta, Georgia, that it 
13 would be the bottom port bolt that would be at issue. 
14 So, if you then turn to Exhibits 3, 4, 5, 6 
15 and 7, we see the series of photographs that were 
16 taken by Ford's own experts over several years of the 
17 door, and every single one of those photographs, which 
18 we—which we discussed in Court, showed the fork bolts 
19 fully open. 
2 0 Yet Mr. Caulfield continued to protest, no, 
21 one of those bolts isn't completely hidden, yours 
2 2 isn't completely hidden and that was important to him 
2 3 to support his theory that it wasn't fully open and 
2 4 completely open. But the one that's not completely 
2 5 hidden is the upper one, which I'll show you in the 
\ i ; ; u v i a K £ £ i ^ a i » ! « t ^ i M % « s 
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1 appeared at the~I don't suppose I— 
2 THE COURT: No. 
3 MR. EMBLEM: When he first appeared at the-
4 at the yard to photograph the latch, he found the 
5 latch in a fully-open position. 
6 THE COURT: Now, what are you showing me 
7 here? 
8 MR. EMBLEM: Thisis-
9 THE COURT: Thisis-
10 MR. EMBLEM: You see in the lower right-hand 
11 corner, Plaintiffs' 328-D. 
12 THE COURT: You'll show that to Mr. Larsen? 
13 MR EMBLEM: Right. It's in Exhibit 8, do 
14 you have the-
15 MR. LARSEN: Yes. 
16 MR. EMBLEM: It's the first one in Exhibit 
17 8. And that would be the same— 
18 1HE COURT: Yes. 
19 MR. EMBLEM: -what we have the same. 
2 0 Also, on that date, we find the fork bolts 
21 to be in plane, in other words, they're right next to 
2 2 each other. They're not gapped, there's nothing pried 
2 3 apart. Then we see that in the second picture, which 
2 4 is Plaintiffs 320-K in the still open position. 
2 5 In Plaintiffs 467-47, Mr. Vosberg has now 
3 ( P a g e s 6 t o 9) 
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1 put a steel rod across the opening, the opening that's 
2 also known as a fish mouth, but the jaws are still in 
3 a fully-opened position. In each of these cases, you 
4 can barely see the little tang at the upper latch, 
5 because there's two screws on that side of the photo, 
6 looking at—into the fish mouth, you don't see the 
7 lower one at all. 
8 And in Plaintiffs' 467-52, just a little bit 
9 change of angle, but the same opening latch, fully 
10 open, but for a little ear of the upper. 
11 And then also part of Exhibit A to the 
12 motion is Plaintiffs' 467-125 and this is the 
13 photograph which shows how the sheet metal has been, 
14 due to ground contact, has been shifted over slightly, 
15 over part of one side of the fish mouth. You can't 
16 see the whole fish mouth. The fish mouth has a ridge 
17 all the way around it, you can't see the whole fish 
18 mouth because part of the sheet metal is pushed over 
19 that part of the—of the opening, contacted the 
2 0 ground, which is the same testimony that both Mr. 
21 Gilbert gave and—and the report of-of Tom Teague, 
22 which was included in evidence. The Court's first 
2 3 expert that dealt with the issue of-of the door 
24 latch. 
2 5 Now, if you turn to Plaintiffs' Exhibit 18 
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1 the tong, whatever they call it on the upper latch 
2 that's still visible, you can see the reason it's 
3 visible is, the sheet metal, after contact with the 
4 ground, has been bent down and towards the opening. 
5 That's actually the skin of the door that's holding 
6 that little tong towards the opening. 
7 And the rest of the photos in the exhibit 
8 depict the latch in its fully-opened position and a 
9 very good close-up of why the one little here tong or 
10 tang, various-called different things during the 
11 course of the record— 
12 THE COURT: Mr. Emblem-
13 MR. EMBLEM: - is still in the open-
14 THE COURT: -actually, your ten minutes are 
15 up, but I~I-and I have read the paper and the 
16 memoranda on this, but I wonder if you could—I'm not 
17 quite sure what you're suggesting here and that is, 
18 that the-the latch had been tampered with. 
19 
2 0 MR. EMBLEM: Yeah, I think that's true. 
21 THE COURT: Andthe-
22 MR EMBLEM: I think that's true, your 
2 3 Honor-
2 4 THE COURT: -latch was tampered with 
2 5 between the time Mr. Gilbert saw it—you tell me, 
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1 in this motion, these are the photographs taken by Tom 
2 Teague, which were also excluded. And I think it's 
3 important to discuss these because under Killpack vs. 
4 Wigdahl, this court, your Honor, it's certainly within 
5 the power and if—if the interests of justice require 
6 to do what's necessary to mean justice and that would 
7 include judgment notwithstanding the verdict or in the 
8 alternative, a new trial. 
9 But Exhibit No. 18, Mr. Teague's 
10 photographs, I don't know if the Court has its copy 
11 there. 
12 THE COURT: I have. 
13 MR. EMBLEM: If I may approach again, that 
14 (inaudible) talk about that. 
15 THE COURT: Well, I have a copy. 
16 MR EMBLEM: Okay. Unless you have a color 
17 copy. Well, I can show the Court the color copy, I 
18 think it might be easier to see. 
19 THE COURT: Okay. 
2 0 MR. EMBLEM: This is Mr. Teague's photos and 
21 we've selected photos from his roll, No. 69 through 
2 2 76, and his roll, Photo No. 69, we can see how the 
2 3 sheet metal has been shifted over the top of the fish 
2 4 mouth; but more importantly, in that photo and in the 
2 5 next, which is his No. 70, we see that the one tang of 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
what-
MR EMBLEM: Well, it-it appears-
THE COURT: What do you think we have here? 
MR EMBLEM: -that Mr. Caulfield says the 
photographs speak for themselves, but we don't start 
seeing the new appearance until Mr. Vosberg tested it. 
They were Packer Engineering, and during the time that 
Packer Engineering had their-had our door latch in 
Chicago, they made this exhibit, it's evident they 
made it then because that's when they had possession 
of the latch. And in this exhibit, which is 
Defendants1956-A, the subject latch is depicted with 
that lower here into the opening and they did that, 
it's just like their transverse test latch with the 
lower gear into the opening. 
And now, the plaintiffs' latch bolts are 
immovable, you can't move them,they're immovable. So, 
how-so, how did that happen? It had to happen on 
their watch. I think that's the logical conclusion. 
There was that thing and then there was the 
fact that the (inaudible) we didn't see this 
separation between the ports until Mr. Vosberg started 
messing with that latch. Now, I'm not too sure that 
that is the giant thing about that, but the fact that 
the way this thing is bent—the way this thing is bent 
4 (Pages 10 t o 13) 
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1 is evident in the Exhibit No. 23, the inner skin. 
2 Remember, the outer skin is protected by what they 
3 call the intrusion bar, so when you push the door 
4 front to back, the outside skin doesn't move much; but 
5 the inside of the door moves quite a distance, and in 
6 this case has, between the door latch, where the door 
7 latch was located-the handle, rather, here, and where 
8 the latch was attached here. And the wrinkling in the 
9 sheet metal depicts exactly the fact that the inside 
10 of the door panel moved, the handle moved toward the 
11 latch, the metal was wrinkled, it only had to move a 
12 half an inch or five-eighths to make that happen. 
13 THE COURT: Well, let me ask, and as I say, 
14 the time has expired in terms of what you wanted to 
15 reserve, but I—what is the standard now in your 
16 alternative motions that need to be applied to which 
1V you see as-as a latch that had been modified between 
18 the time of the collision and-or the—the collision 
19 and the~the time of trial? 
2 0 MR. EMBLEM: Specifically when in the 
21 position of Packer Engineering— 
22 THE COURT: That-that's your claim, is that 
23 the-
2 4 MR. EMBLEM: Right. 
25 THE COURT: -latch was modified between the 
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1 would-why would plaintiffs monkey with the latch? 
2 You know, I saw the opposition to the motion, they 
3 say, well, they forgot to-we forgot that they mailed 
4 the other latch down to our expert, who kept it until 
5 he came to trial. He never examined it. He came to 
6 trial and it looked about right, we didn't have any 
7 reasons to suspect at that time, Mr. Gilbert didn't, 
8 and I didn't, and I don't think any-I don't think Mr. 
9 Larsen did, that this was happening; but I believe it 
10 happened and I think that-I think the Court can 
11 believe it happened. 
12 THE COURT: Okay. 
13 Mr. Larsen? 
14 MR LARSEN: It's the plaintiffs' motion for 
15 a new trial and a motion for judgment notwithstanding 
16 the verdict, and I will just make it clear right here, 
17 there was no fraud, there was no tampering, there was 
18 no manipulation of the evidence. We had a robust 
19 trial for six weeks and I'll go through the evidence. 
2 0 The standard to be applied by the Court is 
21 whether or not the evidence at trial was insufficient 
22 to support the verdict, but this motion is being 
2 3 raised in an unusual context. It's usually raised in 
24 a context where there was a verdict for the plaintiff 
2 5 and the defense are claiming there was insufficient 
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1 time of-of the collision and the time of trial and-
2 but what does—in terms of the motions now you raise, 
3 what's the standard that I need to apply? 
4 MR. EMBLEM: In the interests of justice. 
5 THE COURT: I mean, if I were to make that 
6 finding? If I were to make that finding that-or make 
7 that determination, that they were—there was a 
8 modification here, what's the standard I need to apply 
9 for that? 
10 MR. EMBLEM: Well, I think that if the Court 
11 makes that finding, and I think it would be an 
12 appropriate finding to make, that the Court has the 
13 power, in the interests of justice under Killpack and 
14 also this case, the one that's Weeks vs. Latter-Day-
15 Saints Hospital, and it's based on insufficiency of 
16 evidence and false evidence. 
17 It's very subtle, Judge. I—I understand 
18 how-I knew the case probably as well as Mr. Larsen 
19 and probably better than all the experts, but it was 
2 0 very subtle, the was this was choreographed. I'm sure 
21 that Mr. Caulfield, whether it was him or someone in 
2 2 his organization, but the plan was set out to move 
2 3 this latch into the position to fit their theory and 
2 4 then stuck in that position now. 
2 5 And that's it. We wouldn't do that, why 
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1 verdict—insufficient evidence to support the verdict 
2 presented by the plaintiff. 
3 Here, the plaintiff had the burden at trial. 
4 The defense had no burden. And the verdict—the jury 
5 found the plaintiffs did not meet their burden, so 
6 really, we have-the plaintiffs really have the role 
7 switched here on insufficiency of the evidence. 
8 So, what I'd like to do is, I'll walk 
9 through the evidence that we had and the standard for 
10 the Court to apply is whether or not there's 
11 sufficient evidence to, as I said, to support the 
12 verdict. 
13 And before I get to that, their motion for a 
14 new trial standard, the J.N.O.V. standard is basically 
15 the same, if there's insufficient evidence to support 
16 the verdict at the end of the case in chief, then the 
17 party that is going to move for J.N.O.V. must make a 
18 motion for a directed verdict. The plaintiffs failed 
19 to make a motion for a directed verdict on the 
2 0 insufficiency of the evidence. They did make a motion 
21 for a directed verdict at the end of the defense case, 
22 on the basis that they were trying to strike our 
2 3 affirmative defenses, statute of limitations and 
2 4 comparative fault; but nothing otherwise. So, the 
2 5 J.N.O.V. should be denied procedurally. 
5 ( P a g e s 14 t o 1 7 ) 
Addendum 84 
ADDITIONAL EXCERPTS APPLICABLE CITED RULES 
Utah R. App. P. 11 (h) - states in part: Correction or modification of the record. If any 
difference arises as to whether the record truly discloses what occurred in the trial court, 
the difference shall be submitted to and settled by that court and the record made to 
conform to the truth. If anything material to either party is omitted from the record by 
error or accident or is misstated, the parties by stipulation, the trial court, or the appellate 
court, either before or after the record is transmitted, may direct that the omission or 
misstatement be corrected and if necessary that a supplemental record be certified and 
transmitted. 
Utah R. App. P. 33 (b) - states: For the purposes of these rules, a frivolous appeal, 
motion, brief, or other paper is one that is not grounded in fact, not warranted by existing 
law, or not based on a good faith argument to extend, modify, or reverse existing law. An 
appeal, motion, brief, or other paper interposed for the purpose of delay is one interposed 
for any improper purpose such as to harass, cause needless increase in the cost of 
litigation, or gain time that will benefit only the party filing the appeal, motion, brief, or 
other paper. 
UtahR. Civ. P. 11 - states in part: Representations to court. By presenting a pleading, 
written motion, or other paper to the court (whether by signing, filing, submitting, or 
advocating), an attorney or unrepresented party is certifying that to the best of the person's 
knowledge, information, and belief, formed after an inquiry reasonable under the 
circumstances... 
(b)(1) it is not being presented for any improper purpose, such as to harass or to cause 
unnecessary delay or needless increase in the cost of litigation; 
(b)(2) the claims, defenses, and other legal contentions are warranted by existing law or 
by a nonfrivolous argument for the extension, modification, or reversal of existing law or 
the establishment of new law; 
(b)(3) the allegations and other factual contentions have evidentiary support or, if 
specifically so identified, are likely to have evidentiary support after a reasonable 
opportunity for further investigation or discovery; and 
(b)(4) the denials of factual contentions are warranted on the evidence or, if specifically 
so identified, are reasonably based on a lack of information or belief. 
Utah R. Civ. P. 49 (a) - states in part: If in so doing the court omits any issue of fact 
raised by the pleadings or by the evidence, each party waives the right to a trial by jury of 
the issue... unless before the jury retires the party demands its submission to the jury. 
Utah R. Civ. P. 59 (a)(6) - Insufficiency of the evidence to justify the verdict or other 
decision, or that it is against law. 
Evid. R. 103 (a)(2) - (a) Effect of erroneous ruling. Error may not be predicated upon a 
ruling which admits or excludes evidence unless a substantial right of the party is 
affected, and...In case the ruling is one excluding evidence, the substance of the evidence 
was made known to the court by offer or was apparent from the context within which 
questions were asked. Once the court makes a definitive ruling on the record admitting or 
excluding evidence, either at or before trial, a party need not renew an objection or offer 
of proof to preserve a claim of error for appeal. 
Evid. R. 103 (d) provides: Nothing in this rule precludes taking notice of plain errors 
affecting substantial rights although they were not brought to the attention of the court. 
UtahR. Evid. 611 - states in part: The court shall exercise reasonable control over the 
mode and order of interrogating witnesses and presenting evidence so as to (1) make the 
interrogation and presentation effective for the ascertainment of the truth....(b) Scope of 
cross-examination. Cross-examination should be limited to the subject matter of the direct 
examination and matters affecting the credibility of the witness. The court may, in the 
exercise of discretion, permit inquiry into additional matters as if on direct examination. 
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IN THE TIHRD DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
DEE CLAYTON, et al. 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
UTAH AUTO COLLECTION, et al, 
Defendants. 
PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTIONS TO 
DEFENDANTS' RULE 26(a)(4) 
PRETRIAL DISCLOSURES 
Case No. 000909522 
Judge Joseph C. Fratto 
PLAINTIFFS object to Defendants' Exhibits as follows: 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
Defendants' Trial Exhibit Description 
Curriculum Vitae of Donald Tandy 
Casebook 
Chart (A) - Track Width for Selected Vehicles (Bar) 
Chart (B)-Track Width for Selected Vehicles (Range) 
Plaintiffs' Objections 
Evid. R. 403, 601(c)(2), 
801(c), 802 
Reserve objection 1 
Evid. R. 401,402,403, 702 
415361.1 
FILES BJSTRICT COURT 
Third Judicial District 
JAN 0 2 2007 
SALT LAKE COUNTY 
1 454 
455 
456 
457 
458 
459 
460 
461 
462 
463 
464 
465 
466 
467 
468 
469 
470 1 
471 
472 
473 
474 
475 
476 
477 
I 
j All Germane Engineering vehicle inspection photographs 
1 Scaled vehicle models 
1 Letter from Snell & Wilmer to Zelita Biesele re Clayton 
3/21/03 (Germane Depo Ex 9) 
I Light vehicle Rollover frequency 1995-2001 (Germane 
1 Depo Ex 11) 
Rollover Frequency NASS CS 1995-2001 weighted data 
Occupants in Light Vehicles 
I Minor Serious and Fatal Injuries in Rollover by number of 
Rolls (quarter turns) - Light Vehicles NASS CDS 1995-
2001, weighted data (Germane Depo Ex 13) 
1 Edward M. Caulfield, Ph.D., P.E. Curriculum Vitae 
1 Packer Engineering photographs of subject vehicle and 
exemplar vehicle components 
Excerpts from FMVSS 206 Standard and SAE J839 
I Exemplar Vehicle Components used in demonstrations 
1 Exemplar Door latch 
1 Data, photographs and/or video from various demonstrations 
of exemplar vehicle components 
KGV Notes re Door Foreshortening Study 1/26/05 
KGV Photos and Inspection Notes 7/21/05; Roll No. 70751, 
70761, 70771, 70781 
Exemplar Vehicle Inspection 1998 Ford Explorer; 
9/12/2005; Roll No. 77771 
FMVSS 206 Transverse Load Test; 9/14/2005; Roll No. 
78511 
EMC Inspection Photos 1/16/06; Roll Nos. 93391,93401 
MWR Photos/Video of 1997 Ford Explorer Lateral Pull 
Demo (Left Front Striker #24574) 1/19/06 (Roll No. 
93591, DVD 004) 
Left Front Longitudinal Door Push Demo - 1997 Ford 1 
Explorer; Inside Handle Rod Actuation Travel Demo - 1997 
Ford Explorer; Photos and Video 04/04 -05/06 (Roll Nos. 
0164J,0165J,DVD016) 
Left Side Striker Post Displacement 1 
Left Front Longitudinal Door Push Demo 1997 Ford 1 
Explorer; 4/11/2006; Photos Roll No. 0429J 
Left Front Longitudinal Door Push Demo 1997 Ford 1 
Explorer; Photos and Video 5/2/2006; Roll No 0426J, DVD 
018 
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KGV Photos re Subject Latch Removal 10/27/06 Roll No. 
2262J 1 
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1 A I did not. 
2 Q Okay. Did that appear to be significant 
3 at all in investigating this accident? 
4 A It did not at the time, no, sir. 
5 Q And why not? 
6 A Because back on the road, before you 
7 could see where it was ~ where it come off the 
8 highway, all four tire marks, you could see -- at 
9 least all three you could see really well. Going 
10 back to recollection, I think that I could possibly 
11 see a little bit of the fourth one also, but it 
12 didn't show up in the photographs. So there was 
13 nothing showing that there was anything broken on the 
14 vehicle before it left the highway. 
15 Q I show you an enlargement of one of 
16 these photographs, which is marked as Plaintiffs' 
17 Exhibit 23-17, and ask if you can take a look at that 
18 photograph and if you can identify a fourth mark in 
19 that photograph. 
2 0 A It appears to me that it's right there. 
21 I haven't seen this blown-up photograph before. 
22 Q You mean that quality of a photograph? 
23 A That quality of a photograph. 
24 Q That's the same photograph we saw 
2 5 before, but it's just a little bit clearer? 
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1 A It is. 
2 Q Okay. And is the location of that tire 
3 mark consistent with coming from this accident? 
4 A That's correct. 
5 Q And moving on to Exhibit No. 14, did you 
6 inspect the driver's area of the vehicle? 
7 A Sorry. 
8 I did. 
9 Q And why did you take this photograph? 
10 A Basically, for the seat belt and the « 
11 seat being intact, if I remember correctly. 
12 Q Did there appear to be any damage to the 
L3 center console? 
L4 A There did not, no, sir. 
L5 Q Did there appear to be anything between 
L 6 the center console and the seat belt latch? 
L 7 A There did not, no, sir. 
L 8 Q And did you. draw any conclusions as to 
L 9 whether or not the driver was restrained or 
10 unrestrained based on the photograph and your own 
11 investigation? 
>2 A I did. 
!3 Q And what was your conclusion? 
14 A My conclusion is he was not wearing his 
15 seat belt. 
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1 Q And how did you make that conclusion? 1 
2 A The seat belt appeared to be working I 
3 properly, and he had been thrown out of the vehicle.fi 
4 Q And do you know if the occupant on the J 
5 passenger side was wearing a seat belt? 1 
6 A To my recollection, she was still 1 
7 seat-belted in the vehicle when the emergency 1 
8 personnel arrived. 1 
9 Q Okay. And is whether or not the | 
10 occupants are belted or not something that's 1 
11 indicated in your investigation report? 1 
12 A It is. 1 
113 Q And what did your investigation report 1 
14 indicate regarding the driver seat belt? I 
15 A In my report, it shows that was not 1 
16 wearing a seat belt. 1 
17 Q And where does that - where is that 1 
18 indicated on the report? 1 
19 A It is about in the middle of the page. 1 
2 0 It shows the driver is — driver's license number, I 
|21 his date of birth. And then again it has codes — 1 
2 2 little box codes that you get off of this. It 1 
|23 says— 1 
[24 THE COURT: Which exhibit is that 1 
j25 referring to? 1 
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1 THE WITNESS: 22. 1 
! 2 THE COURT: 22? 1 
! 3 THE WITNESS: The little box says 1 
4 "Safety equipment." Andif you go back to the key, 1 
5 safety equipment No. 3 says there was none worn. I 
6 It's right there. J 
7 MR. LARSEN: Can you blow that up? 1 
8 THE WITNESS: Right there. 1 
9 Q (BY MR. LARSEN) Okay. And it says "Safe 1 
10 equip"? Is that what it says for that box? 1 
11 A I think that's what it says. 1 
12 Q And is that your writing that says "no" 1 
13 or is that somebody else's? 1 
14 A It is not my writing, no, sir. I 
15 Q And you just typed in the number "3"? I 
16 A I did or the secretary did. 1 
17 Q And then down with the passenger, let's 1 
18 take a look and see. Is there a similar box for 1 
19 that? I 
20 A There is. 1 
21 Q And is that down - 1 
22 A It's right-- 1 
23 Q - on the bottom page? | 
24 A -there. 1 
25 Q And what does the number "2" indicate? | 
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A The number "2," according to the key, 
means yes. 
Q Meaning yes, that restrained? 
A That was restrained. 
Q Okay. On this photograph or — excuse 
me » on your report, are there certain boxes on the 
left-hand side of the report that indicate conditions 
at the scene of the accident? 
A I believe that's on the left-hand side, 
these key boxes here. 
Q And can you use that code key and kind 
of walk us through what those ~ what those 
indicators are that you recorded in your accident 
report and what they mean? 
A I could if I could see it. 
Do you need more light? 
This low light, I'm having a hard time 
Q 
A 
seeing. 
That's better. 
Q That kind of fades it out for us to see 
it as well. 
THE COURT: You should refer to the 
exhibit, yes. 
Q (BY MR. LARSEN) And on the left-hand 
side, does that indicate what that - the weather 
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1 Q And so what does that mean when you say 
2 it's a prime contributor? 
3 A That's what was the most likely cause of 
4 the accident. 
5 Q And why did you choose "asleep"? 
6 A Because that's what my investigation and 
7 what I went through showed me, that it was either 
8 inattentive driving or asleep. 
9 Q And were there any other contributors 
10 that you listed on your accident report? 
11 A Secondary contributor would be under 
12 No. 21 right there. I put down "01." 
13 Q What does that mean? 
14 A Which is speed too fast. 
15 Q And why did you indicate "speed too 
16 fast"? 
17 A Because I felt that, when you are 
18 asleep, any type of speed is too fast. 
19 Q And, Trooper Pace, did you get any 
2 0 information from the occupant, Ms. Montoya, as to 
21 whether or not she was wearing her seat belt? 
22 A I don't recall actually getting any 
2 3 information, no, sir. 
24 Q And did you get any information from her 
2 5 about whether or not she was awake or asleep during J 
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conditions, the road conditions were at the time? 
A It does. 
Q And what does your report indicate? 
A It would be right in there, and it says 
a "1" and No. 1 is clear. 
Q Okay. And that's consistent with the 
photographs that were taken on that day? 
A That's correct. 
Q And then on the right side of this 
report, are there codes that indicate what the causes 
of the accident are in your — 
A Yes, there is. 
Q And can you identify which box indicates 
what the cause of the accident is? 
A I think No. 19, right there, is the 
prime contributor. 
Q And that little box, then, on the 
right-hand side has "19" up in the little right-hand 
corner? 
A Right there is the 19. 
Q Okay. A n d -
A And the cause — I have put down as the 
according to this key, I put down No. 12. 
And what does that indicate? 
Which is asleep. 
cause -
Q 
A 
sST^^^K^TT^Iv^^K^RS^? 
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1 the accident? 
2 A As far as memory, no, sir, I don't. 
3 Q It's been too long? 
4 A It's been too long ago. 
5 Q Do you know if you talked to her? 
6 A I don't know that I talked to her, no, 
7 sir. 
8 Q And do you seem to have a recollection 
9 of going to the hospital in Evanston? I 
10 A I do. J 
11 Q And what did you do at the hospital? 
12 A Again, going back strictly memory, I can 
13 remember talking to the doctor and I think I remember 
14 talking to the passenger also. 
15 Q And do you know what information you got 
16 from the doctor or passenger? 
17 A Talking to the doctor, I remember him 
18 telling me it was a fatality. 
19 Talking to the passenger, I — again, 
2 0 it's just sheer memory, and it could be another 
21 person, but I remember asking her if she remembers 
2 2 anything about the -
23 MR. EMBLEM: No foundation, your Honor. 
24 THE COURT: Sustained. 
25 MR. LARSEN: No. It's sustained. 
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little bit of time. It's a long green mile down 
the... 
(Mr. Andersen entered the courtroom.) 
THE COURT: Please be seated. Mr. Andersen 
has joined us again. 
Mr. Andersen, in considering the situation 
it's been resolved that, with our thanks and 
appreciation, we're going to excuse you from further 
jury service. Again, appreciate you engaging in this 
process and being part of it. And thank you very 
much. 
MR. ANDERSEN: I apologize again for this 
morning. I didn't mean to disrupt your proceedings. 
THE COURT: We wish you well, Mr. Andersen. 
(Mr. Andersen left the courtroom.) 
THE COURT: And unless there's something with 
this opportunity you'd like to discuss, we'll be in 
recess until Tuesday next at 9:00. 
MR. O'NEILL: Your Honor, I guess I just 
wanted to raise some of the other issues that we had 
covered but really not resolved. And that is what 
this means in terms of proceeding and being able to 
finish, in light of not only this but the two other 
issues that were expressed to us this morning. 
And I don't know that we've made any 
Page 51 
progress. Doesn't sound like the plaintiff really is 
bothered about it. But, you know, the fact remains 
that we've got an unhappy jury. We've got one less 
alternate. 
We haven't even gotten through openings, and 
we are about to embark on major expense on both sides. 
That troubles me. And I've reported to my client, and 
I've been fully authorized to request a full redo of 
the jury so that we guarantee that when we start we 
will finish. 
THE COURT: Well, I, I'm not certain 
whether ~ and I suppose the question is whether --
there's some discretion on my part in terms of 
granting a request to declare a mistrial. I suppose 
it's a motion for a mistrial? 
MR. O'NEILL: It will be, yes, your Honor. 
THE COURT: Well, and I suppose if we're 
• l 1 * A i t 1 f* 1 1 » f» 
going to approach it that way as a formal motion for 
mistrial that maybe we should anticipate doing that 
Tuesday at 9:00. And give everyone an opportunity to 
consider that. 
I don't know that we will have a formal 
written motion, but I, I think that can be orally 
made. And we can discuss that on Tuesday as the first 
order of business. A motion for a mistrial. Let's 
i 1 
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approach it that way. I 
MR. O'NEILL: Very good, your Honor. | 
THE COURT: See you at 9:00 in the morning 1 
Tuesday, the 9th of January. 1 
(The court was recessed at 4:46 p.m.) I 
1 8 i 1 8 
i 
E 8 8 1 1 1 
1 
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C E R T I F I C A T E 1 
STATE OF UTAH ) 1 
)ss. 1 
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transcribed into typewriting. And that a full, true, | 
and correct transcription of said proceedings so taken | 
and transcribed is set forth in the foregoing pages, 1 
numbered 1 through 52, inclusive. 1 
I further certify that I am not of kin or 1 
otherwise associated with any of the parties to said 1 
cause of action, and that I am not interested in the 1 
event thereof. I 
WITNESS MY HAND AND OFFICIAL SEAL AT KEARNS, UTAH j 
THIS 7th DAY OF October, 2007. 1 
Kelly L. Wilburn, CSR, RPR 1 
My Commission Expires: 1 
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1 here. 
2 Q If I said West Jordan, would that help refresh 
3 your recollection? 
4 A It sounds like it, yes. 
5 Q And then wha t did you do? Y o u bough t the car 
6 back and then wha t did do you? 
7 A I made arrangements with Jack Bingham to store 
8 it for us. And then I started trying to figure out what 
9 happened. A n d I 'm not a mechanica l engineer . I had a lot 
10 of training as a flight engineer wi th a lot of mechanics 
1 1 in it, but I don't have any formal degree , so I thought I 
12 needed to find some experts. And so we found some 
L3 experts. 
L4 Q At some point after you bought the car back and 
L5 before the second anniversary of Tony's death you filed 
16 suit? 
L7 A I did what? 
L8 Q You filed suit? 
.9 A Yeah. I took my time. And I didn't — you 
10 know, taking on a big company like Ford Motor Company is aj 
21 major undertaking, and I wanted to be right. I wanted to 
! 2 know what went on and be right in m y mind if it was a 
! 3 mechanical defect that I w a s go ing to stand beh ind m y 
4 convictions and go after that. And then during the time 
5 that ensued, I started seeing some articles. And my 
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1 THE COURT: 23-1 through Exhibit 26? No 
2 objection? 
3 MR. LARSEN: No objection. 
4 THE COURT: Those exhibits, 23-1 through and 
5 including 26 , received. 
6 Q ( B Y M R . E M B L E M ) N o w , you ment ioned that -
7 T H E C O U R T : Pardon m e jus t one moment . 
8 (Briefly off the record.) 
9 THE COURT: Mr. Clayton, please step down. 
10 Watch your step on the w a y down . W e have some emergency] 
11 that needs to be attended to, so — well, it's almost time 
12 anyway if we break at 5:00. So we'll do that and pick up 
13 the struggle. At 9:00 tomorrow morning we'll resume 
14 again. 
15 Do not express any opinions among yourselves or 
16 with o thers . Don ' t do any invest igat ion or analysis of 
17 any type , na ture , or descript ion. A n d if anyone asks you 
1 8 what you ' re doing, other than tell t hem you're on the ju ry 
19 and can't talk about it, that should be the extent of the 
2 0 conversation. If anyone attempts to talk to you about 
2 1 these mat ters , you should report that to m e at your first 
22 opportunity. With that, you are excused. 9:00 tomorrow 
23 morning. 
24 (Jury excused.) 
25 THE COURT: And unless there's something we need 
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daughter called me up --
MR. LARSEN: Objection, relevance, narrative. 
THE COURT: Sustained. 
Q (BY MR. EMBLEM) Let me just ask questions 
rather than narrate. So now we're in the following year. 
A Yes. 
Q In the year 2000? 
A Yes. 
Q And you started mentioning that your daughter 
mentioned that she had heard something or seen something, 
without saying what it is? 
A Yes. 
Q And did that cause you to have some -- to alert 
you that maybe Ford may have some liability? 
A Yes. 
Q Was that in the fall of 2000? 
A The final things that I understood happened in 
late September of 2000, that's what made me make the 
decision. 
Q Let me ask you about a few of the photographs 
that you've seen. 
MR, EMBLEM: I want first to have a stipulation 
that we move for all of the highway patrol photographs. 
MR. LARSEN: No objection. 
MR. EMBLEM: Which are Exhibit 23-1 through 26. 
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to take up, we'll be in recess until 9:00 tomorrow 
morning. 
(The hearing was adjourned at 4:53 p.m.) 
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1 about this? 
2 A Yes. 
3 Q And according to your letter, Kellie was seeking 
4 to obtain money for her medical expenses and any other 
5 future care that she would need; is that right? 
6 A Yes. I want to correct one thing. You're 
7 saying "my letter." This is my helping her. This is her 
8 letter, and she fully understood that. 
9 Q Okay. And you felt that she was competent to be 
10 able to understand that at the time? 
11 A Yes, I felt that. 
12 Q And you felt that she was competent to be able 
13 to resolve her claims without the assistance of an 
14 attorney? 
15 A Yes. 
16 Q If you'd turn to page 2, Kellie signed this 
17 letter; is that right? 
18 A She did. 
19 Q And it's even notarized? 
2 0 A That's correct. 
21 Q Do you know why it was notarized? 
2 2 A Because I told her it would be a good idea to do 
2 3 that. 
24 Q Did you help her mail it to the insurance 
2 5 company? 
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1 obtained a settlement? 
2 A Yes. I don't know how much. The insurance 
3 company never told me. 
4 Q And she didn't sue you? 
5 A No. 
6 Q And did you ever tell Ms. Montoya that you were 
7 investigating the cause of the accident? 
8 A I don't believe I did. 
9 Q Did you tell Ms. Montoya that you believed the 
10 broken tie rod, not Tony's driving error, was the cause of 
11 the accident? 
12 A At that point, no, I didn't. 
13 Q Did you tell Ms. Montoya that you were filing a 
14 lawsuit against Ford? 
15 A No, I don't believe that I did. 
16 Q And after she received the settlement money, you 
17 really didn't want to have any further contact with her; 
18 is that fair to say? 
19 A You saw what happened yesterday. When she used 
2 0 to call up and start talking to me and calling me dad -
21 which it was a normal thing - 1 would start crying. I 
2 2 was trying to get her to move on. I told her that - 1 
2 3 said, "You're going to have to move on from Tony." And I 
2 4 don't think I could be any more sensitive. 
2 5 You saw yesterday my Italian heritage background 
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1 A No, I sent it to her and she did that. 
2 Q And if you can read the paragraph starting out 
3 with, "My total bills." Part of it has been redacted or 
4 blacked out. 
5 A Yeah, they were big. "My total bills are 
6 around" — "I do not know how much you have already paid; 
7 however, I will accept the settlement of ~ whatever --
8 "and will pay the balance of the bills from that. The 
9 remainder will be to cover my long-term problems, pain and 
10 suffering." 
11 Q Was that your language or was that her language? 
12 A It was my language. I told you, I wrote-
13 helped her write this letter. She didn't have the 
14 knowledge to be able to do this. And I intended to help 
15 her when they answered her back. 
16 Q And you had experience and knowledge in this 
17 area? 
18 A Well, I had quite a bit of business experience 
19 after I was grounded. I didn't go into that yesterday. 
2 0 After I was grounded as an airline pilot I had to do 
21 something to make a living, so I went into the 
2 2 construction business. And I have a lot of experience in 
2 3 construction things and insurance problems on construction 
24 jobs and all that, yes. 
2 5 Q Is it your understanding that Kellie eventually | 
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1 on my mother's side come out. I just ~ I couldn't help 
2 crying. I'm not ashamed of it, but I was doing a lot of 
3 that, and for a long time. I never thought I would do 
4 that kind of thing. 
5 But when you've flown a whole airplane full of 
6 body bags to Dover, Delaware with GIs in it, there's not 
7 much crying you can do except when a son or daughter or 
8 somebody close to you dies. 
9 Q So after this, Mr. Clayton, you wanted to settle 
10 this with Kellie and move on? 
11 A What? 
12 Q After this time you wanted to sever those 
13 connections with Kellie and have her move on; is that 
14 fair? 
15 A Yes, she had to continue her life. 
16 MR. LARSEN: No further questions. 
17 THE COURT: Further direct examination, 
18 Mr. Emblem? 
19 REDIRECT EXAMINA 11< )M 
20 BY MR. EMBLEM: 
21 Q Are you okay? 
22 A Yeah. 
23 Q When you rode in the car, the Explorer, with 
2 4 Tony and drove the Explorer, did it drive like a truck? 
25 Did it drive like a car? Can you describe how it felt to 
25 ( P a g e s 94 t o 97) 
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Do you remember the hospital? 
A I remember coming out of the hospital, 
the doors, but I don't remember. 
Q You don't remember being in the 
hospital? 
A No. 
Q Do you remember ~ you don't remember 
riding in an ambulance? 
A No. 
Q You don't remember riding in a 
helicopter? 
A No. 
Q Do you know which hospital that you came 
out of that you remember going through the doors? 
A LDS. 
Q Here in Salt Lake City? 
A Yes. 
Q Do you remember going to a hospital in 
Wyoming? 
A No. 
Q Did you come to understand why you had 
no memory? 
A Later on. 
Q During the crash, you received some 
injuries? 
Page 15 
A Yes. 
Q Later on, did you understand what those 
injuries were? 
A From the car accident. 
Q Right. But what was hurt? 
This is what I was telling you about the 
two parts of the trial. This part you can just say 
what was hurt. You can't say how bad or how much. 
What was hurt? 
A I lost a tooth and I get headaches 
and — 
Q Related to the tooth that you lost, was 
there any additional dental work that had to be done? 
A Yes. I had to have a root canal done on 
my other tooth because it was all the way down, and 
they had to literally push it back up and then they 
did the root canal. 
Q Were you wearing braces? 
A Yes. 
Q At the time of the crash, you were 
wearing braces? 
A Yes. 
Q So the second tooth was also knocked 
loose and they put it back in? 
A Well, yeah. It was halfway down, and my | 
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orthodontist had to get the braces to pull up, and it j 
hurt so bad to even touch. 1 
Q Did you have any cuts? 1 
A Excuse me? 1 
Q Cuts. Were you cut? 1 
A My face was. 1 
Q Did you - are the scars still visible, 
or have they gone pretty much away? 1 
A You have to look really close to see j 
them. I 
Q So you - I 
A But I can't see them unless I'm right on J 
top of it. 1 
Q Did something happen to your eyes? | 
A Yes. I 
Q What happened? 1 
A I have to wear prisms because I see 1 
double. I 
Q Okay. Before that, you did not have | 
that trouble? 1 
A No. I 
Q Did you learn anything about a traumatic 1 
brain injury? 1 
A No. 1 
MR. LARSEN: Objection. Now this is 1 
Page 17 
going beyond the scope. 1 
THE COURT: Sustained. 1 
Q (BY MR. EMBLEM) Did you have any 1 
emotional problems - 1 
A Yes. 1 
Q - related to the crash? 1 
MR. LARSEN: Objection, your Honor, the I 
same, beyond the scope. 1 
THE COURT: Sustained. 1 
Q (BY MR. EMBLEM) Do you know an attorney 1 
named Mr. Barton? 1 
A Yes. 1 
Q Did you have a meeting with Mr. Barton? 1 
A Yes. 1 
Q Did he help you obtain a — excuse me a | 
second. I 
Did Mr. Barton help you get your medical I 
bills paid? 1 
A Yes. 1 
MR. EMBLEM: Okay. I think that's all j 
I've got right now. Thank you. 1 
THE COURT: Cross examination, 1 
Mr. Larsen? I 
MR. LARSEN: Yes. I 
THE WITNESS: Can I get some water? 1 
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1 A No. 
2 Q No? 
3 Just excuse me for a minute while my 
4 assistant gets the deposition transcript. 
5 Do you remember in your deposition 
6 saying that Tony told you that night that you were 
7 going to go to Wyoming the next day? 
8 A I don't remember, to be honest with you. 
9 I'm sorry. I don't remember everything I said back 
10 then. 
11 Q Ms. Montoya, I'm going to show you 
12 what's an envelope and it has a deposition transcript 
13 in it. It's been hermetically sealed in a mayonnaise 
14 jar since 9:00 a.m. this morning. 
15 This is a thick book. Tm going to ask 
16 you if you can please turn to page 17. And what 
17 we'll do here is Til have you turn to page 17, and I 
18 will show you the line and page. And I will read the 
19 question and read the answer, and I want you to 
2 0 follow along with me when I read it, and I will ask 
21 if that was your testimony at the time and if that 
2 2 refreshes your memory. Okay? 
23 And on line 1 7 -
24 MR. EMBLEM: Page 17, line 17; is that 
J 25 correct? 
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1 MR. LARSEN: Page 17, excuse me, line 2. 
2 Q (BY MR. LARSEN) It has a little "Q" for 
3 "Question." Do you see that on line 2? 
4 A Okay. 
5 Q And it says, "About what time did you 
6 arrive back in Salt Lake? 
7 "Answer: We got home about eight, 
8 quarter to nine, something like that. You have to 
9 remember the drive and everything. He didn't like 
10 driving fast at night. He just went a little under 
11 the speed limit to make sure we made it home. We had 1 
12 to pay attention to the sides because there's like a 
13 bunch of deer and stuff that comes out, so I'd pay 
14 attention when he was driving. So I'd be watching 
15 out and he would just drive." 
16 Did I read that correctly? 
17 A Yes. 
18 Q And was that a true and accurate answer 
19 at the time? 
20 A I would think so, but I can't remember. 
21 Q But at the time of your deposition ~ 
2 2 this was taken on — on the front of it, it says 
23 "October 28,2003." 
2 4 A I don't remember. 
25 Q It's been- 1 
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1 A It's been a while. 1 
2 Q It's been a few years since then. 1 
3 And at your deposition your attorney was h 
4 present, is that right, Mr. Brian Steffensen? | 
5 A Yes. I 
6 Q Mr. Emblem wasn't present at that time? I 
7 A No. 1 
8 Q And you had an opportunity to meet with j 
9 your attorney before the deposition? 1 
10 A Yes. 1 
11 Q And so you get back to Salt Lake about 8 1 
12 or 9 o'clock. Did you go straight to bed that night? J 
13 A I went home to my sister's and I went to | 
14 bed, yeah. 1 
15 Q And do you recall if Tony told you that j 
16 you were going to go to Wyoming the next morning 1 
17 before you went to bed? I 
18 A I don't remember how it all came about, I 
19 how... 1 
1 2 0 Q And did you get up early the next 1 
21 morning? I 22 A Yes>
 1 
23 Q About what time? I 
24 A If I'm remembering right, I think we got I 
25 up at eight. I got up at eight. I don't know what 1 
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1 time Tony got up. 1 
2 Q And what time were you going to leave? 1 
3 A I don't remember that time. 1 
4 Q Do you know what time you left Salt 1 
5 Lake? 1 
6 A I don't know. 1 
7 Q Do you recall in your deposition saying 1 
8 it was about noon that you left to go to Evanston? 1 
9 A I don't remember that. 1 
10 Q Is it your understanding the accident I 
11 happened about 1:30 in the afternoon? 1 
12 A I didn't know that. 1 
13 Q Okay. And did you do anything before j 
14 you left that morning other than get ready? 1 
15 A The stuff that I said earlier is all I 1 
16 can - that I know I did. 1 
17 Q Did you go to breakfast with Tony? 1 
18 A No. 1 
19 Q And when you left Salt Lake that 1 
2 0 morning, did you stop anywhere before you went up * 
21 towards Park City and on the way to Evanston? | 
22 A Not that I can remember. 1 
23 Q You don't remember gassing up or going 1 
2 4 to a restaurant or anything? 1 
2 5 L , . A J^^!_. „, _ , _ ^ , - _ _ „ ! 
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1 Q Oh, sure. 
2 A Now, what do you want me to do? I'm 
3 sorry. 
4 Q Just take a look at it and look at the 
5 second page and tell me if you recognize your 
6 signature on that document. 
7 A Yes. 
8 Q And what is that document? 
9 A I think it's something for my Geico 
10 thing. 
11 Q Your letter to Geico? 
12 A Yeah. 
13 Q And you signed that letter? 
14 A Yes. 
15 Q Okay. I'd like to show that on the 
16 overhead, if we could. 
17 Is that ~ this is the second page of 
18 Exhibit 655? 
19 A Yes. 
2 0 Q And is that your signature up there? 
21 A Yes. 
22 Q And it looks like it was notarized as 
2 3 well; is that correct? 
24 A Yes. 
2 5 Q Do you know why it was notarized? 
Page 4 3 
1 A I don't remember. 
2 Q Okay. And did your mother prepare this 
3 letter or was it your — or was it Mr. Clayton? Do 
4 you remember? 
5 A Mr. Clayton. 
6 Q Okay. And did Mr. or Mrs. Clayton tell 
7 you at any time that they were suing Ford Motor 
8 Company? 
9 A No. 
10 Q And was the purpose of this letter to 
11 get a settlement from the Claytons' insurance 
12 company? 
13 A Excuse me? 
14 Q Was the purpose of this letter to get a 
15 settlement from the Claytons' insurance company? 
16 A I don't understand what you are saying. 
17 Q What was the purpose of this letter? 
18 A I don't know. 
19 Q Was it your understanding that you were 
2 0 seeking compensation against Mr. Clayton's insurance 
21 company? 
22 A I wasn't seeking anything from them. 
23 Q Okay. Well, let's take a look at the 
2 4 first page of that letter. 
25 MR. LARSEN: If we can flip to the first | 
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1 page, please. And up in the upper left-hand 1 
2 corner - you can draw a box around that. 1 
3 Thank you. fi 
4 Q (BY MR. LARSEN) What's the date of this 1 
5 letter, Ms. Montoya? I 
6 A March 9,1999. 1 
7 Q So at this point, it's about three or 1 
8 four months after the accident; is that right? 1 
9 A I guess. 1 
10 Q Okay. And this letter is to Mr. John 1 
11 Richards at Geico Insurance Company; is that correct? | 
12 A Yes. 1 
13 Q And at the first line of this letter ~ 1 
14 let me read it out loud and tell me if I'm reading 1 
15 correctly: "I'm writing to you to resolve any" ~ 1 
16 "to resolve my claim against Fred Clayton, whose car 1 
17 I was riding in with my fiancT, Tony Clayton, when 1 
18 the tragic accident occurred." 1 
19 Is that a true statement? 1 
20 A Yes, but I didn't write that. 1 
21 Q But that was the purpose of the letter; i 
22 is that right? 1 
23 A I guess. 1 
2 4 Q Okay. And was it your understanding I 
2 5 that the accident occurred when Tony took his eyes | 
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1 off the road? 1 
2 A What? 1 
3 Q Was it your understanding that the 1 
4 accident occurred when Tony took his eyes off the 1 
5 road? I 
6 A No. I 
7 Q Do you remember telling your attorney, 1 
8 Keith Barton, that that's what happened? 1 
9 A No. I don't remember saying that. I 
10 Q And this letter lists all your injuries 1 
11 that you had at the time; is that right? 1 
12 A Uh-huh. Yes. 1 
13 Q And that's- 1 
14 A I'm sorry. Yes. 1 
15 Q And that's in the middle of the letter; 1 
16 is that right? 1 
17 A Right here? I 
18 Q Yes. I 
19 A Yes. 1 
2 0 Q Okay. And it says that you sustained - | 
21 MR. LARSEN: If you can blow that up. 1 
22 Q (BY MR. LARSEN) - a scar on the right 
2 3 side of your face, a scar on your chin, and missing } 
2 4 tooth; is that right? 1 
25 A Tm sorry. I couldn't see where you are If 
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1 reading at. 
2 Q I'm sorry. It's ~ you can see it on 
3 the overhead, if you'd like. 
4 A Okay. 
5 Q And then you had to have prisms put in? 
6 A Yes. 
7 Q Okay. And then-
8 MR. LARSEN: Would you show the next 
9 paragraph, please? 
10 Q (BY MR. LARSEN) And this letter says 
11 that you did not wish to file a lawsuit; is that 
12 correct? 
13 A I don't understand. 
14 Q This letter says that you did not wish 
15 to file a lawsuit; is that right? 
16 A I didn't want to sue nobody. 
17 Q And you'd had a bad experience with 
18 lawyers before, at least your father had; is that 
19 right? 
20 A Mydad. 
21 Q And you were afraid that the lawyers 
2 2 would take some of the recovery; is that right? 
23 A I - 1 don't remember. 
2 4 Q Is that-okay. And do you remember 
2 5 requesting that they help pay your bills? 
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1 A I never requested anything. They 
2 offered. 
3 Q Okay. And did you talk to them? 
4 A Who? Fred and Dee? 
5 Q Yes. 
6 A After the car accident? 
7 Q Yes. 
8 A I don't remember. 
9 Q Now, eventually, you went and hired an 
10 attorney; is that right? 
11 A Was that Keith Barton? 
12 Q Yes, Keith Barton. 
13 A (Nodding head.) 
14 Q And do you remember how you first got in 
15 contact with Keith Barton? 
16 A I don't. 
17 Q Did he come to your home? 
18 A He came to my — yes. 
19 Q And was your mother present? 
20 A Yes. 
21 Q And he interviewed you? 
22 A Yes. 
23 Q And then he filed a claim against the 
2 4 insurance company and obtained a settlement; is that 
25 right? 
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1 A I think so, yes. | 
2 Q And then you were paid from that | 
3 settlement; is that right? 1 
4 A Yes. 1 
5 Q And do you remember signing a contract | 
6 with Mr. Barton agreeing to have him represent you? 1 
7 A If I remember right, yes. 1 
8 Q Okay. I'm going to hand you what's 1 
9 marked as Exhibit 658. 1 
10 MR. EMBLEM: Your Honor, the contract | 
11 with an attorney is privileged communication and the | 
12 client has not waived the privilege. I 
13 THECOURT: Do you want to come up to ft 
14 t h e - 1 
15 (At the side bar.) 1 
16 THE COURT: Can I see the exhibit? May 1 
17 I see the exhibit? It's attorney-client privilege. 1 
18 MR. EMBLEM: The objection, in front of fi 
19 the jury, there is no reason for him to be discussing 1 
I 2 0 the contract with Keith Barton. | 
21 MR. LARSEN: We already had a pretrial 1 
2 2 motion on this and all of these documents, including 1 
2 3 this one, where they made the same argument, and | 
2 4 there was a pretrial ruling that these documents were | 
2 5 admissible and any privilege had been waived. | 
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1 MR. EMBLEM: I don't see anywhere that j 
2 she's waived her privilege of private communications J 
3 with counsel. 1 
4 THECOURT: Well- I 
5 MR. LARSEN: This is - 1 
6 THE COURT: Well, let me - I'll excuse 1 
7 the jury, and we'll sort through this a little bit 1 
8 before we go on. 1 
9 Mr. Emblem. 1 
10 (End of side bar conference.) 1 
11 THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen, I'm I 
12 going to excuse you — well, actually, we are at 20 | 
13 minutes to 12 - to let us sort through some matters. 1 
14 Ms. Barker — Baker — I'm sorry. | 
15 Ms. Baker, let's have you step down and watch your i 
16 step on the way down. | 
17 Ladies and gentlemen, I'm going to 1 
18 excuse you for the lunch break here and have you come | 
19 back at 1:30. During this break, you are not to form | 
2 0 or to express any opinions among yourselves or with | 
21 others. You're not to do any independent | 
2 2 investigation or analysis of any type, nature, or [j 
2 3 description. And we'll have you back here at 1:30. | 
2 4 You're excused. 1 
25 THE BAILIFF: All1 rise. J 
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1 MR. EMBLEM: What is the exhibit number? 
2 MR.LARSEN: 668. 
3 1HE COURT: 668? 
4 MR. LARSEN: I'm sorry. The photocopy 
5 doesnft have the number on it, but if s 668. 
6 THE COURT: 668. This other one was 
7 658, wasn't it? 
8 Well, let's deal with this, then. 
9 That's the offer of proof on Exhibit 668. Any 
10 objection, Mr. Emblem? 
11 MR. EMBLEM: Actually, I wasn't sure 
12 what the offer of proof was. That there was a 
13 settlement? I think it gives the termination date of 
14 the - of representation, June 29,1999. 
15 Is it important that she settled with an 
16 insurance company? Usually insurance matters are not 
17 reviewed during the course of a trial. I'm not sure 
18 what the relevance is. 
19 THE COURT: The objection is relevance. 
2 0 Why would this be relevant? 
21 MR. LARSEN: This is relevant to show, 
2 2 as we've discussed before, on the statute of 
2 3 limitations issue, it's probative to show that Kellie 
2 4 Montoya knew she had been in an accident, retained an 
2 5 attorney to represent her in that accident, and 
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1 signed a fall settlement and release of all claims 
2 for the injuries that she received in that accident. 
3 And those injuries are against ~ and a claim was 
4 made against Fred Clayton, who is also a plaintiff in 
5 this matter. So it's relevant for a few reasons. 
6 First of all, to show that now 
7 Mr. Clayton has nothing to fear from Kellie Montoya 
8 because he's settled and resolved all claims, and 
9 that's why we're here today. So we have the two 
10 plaintiffs that are involved in this lawsuit, so that 
11 obviously goes to some bias and motive and intent in 
12 the testimony. 
13 But it also goes to the fact that it 
14 shows that, at least by that date, that she settled 
15 these claims with her attorney and Ms. Montoya knew 
16 and understood the harm and the cause related to the 
17 statute of limitations, that she'd been in an 
18 accident, that she'd received injuries, and that she 
19 had hired an attorney, and that she sought 
2 0 compensation for those injuries and was receiving 
21 compensation for the injuries in the accident and was 
2 2 willing to release Fred Clayton and the insurance 
2 3 company and the estate of Tony, her fiancTs estate, 
2 4 from any and all claims arising from that accident. 
25 And so it really just goes to the 1 
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1 statute of limitations issue. Otherwise, none of 1 
2 this would be admissible and none of this would be j 
3 relevant. And that's why we had the discussion at j 
4 the pretrial as to why would this be relevant in this | 
5 case, and it's only because of the statute of 1 
6 limitations issue. I 
7 THECOURT: So it is the date and the 1 
8 fact that - the date that all claims were released? | 
9 MR. LARSEN: Correct. 1 
10 MR. EMBLEM: They weren't released 1 
11 against Ford. | 
12 MR. LARSEN: And the amount has been | 
13 redacted, and we are not claiming it was a release J 
14 against Ford Motor Company. But the amount has been 1 
15 redacted. 1 
16 And Kellie Montoya has already testified 1 
17 that she had no discussions with Mr. Clayton at this j 
18 time that he was going to pursue a claim against Ford 1 
19 Motor Company. That was not mentioned at that time. 1 
2 0 And so there's issues there relating to whether or 1 
21 not Mr. Clayton wanted her ~ to notify her of that, | 
2 2 that particular claim, because he obviously filed a 1 
2 3 timely claim. I 
2 4 THE COURT: Well, let me ask you this. 1 
25 I - do I correctly see a distinction between the 1 
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1 relevant»the relevant fact you wish to elicit, 1 
2 which is that a release of claims in full with | 
3 Mr. Clayton was signed on the 29th of June, 1999, and 1 
4 the relevance of this document itself, that the jury 1 
5 actually have the release? 1 
6 Now, see, I see sort of a distinction | 
7 between the fact of the release and the date when it 1 
8 occurred and the actual document itself. Is that I 
9 distinct? Do I make a proper distinction there - j 
10 MR. LARSEN: Well, you know - j 
11 THECOURT: - between the relevant fact 1 
12 and a document which may contain that fact? 1 
13 MR. LARSEN: I think the document - I 
14 THECOURT: But it contains many other j 
15 things also. J 
16 MR. LARSEN: Maybe not every word in the I 
17 document is always relevant. You may pick out I 
18 something particular in a document that is relevant 1 
19 where the rest may be legalese, which is a lot of I 
2 0 legalese now that I don't think the jury would really I 
21 be that interested in. j 
22 But it's not prejudicial. It's not I 
2 3 harmful. It doesn't make the document not 1 
2 4 admissible. It's still probative. And the 1 
2 5 information that's in the document is probative to an | 
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1 Q. Okay. And it looks like the date of this 
2 document is April 13,1999. Does that sound about the 
3 right time period? 
4 A. I don't remember when I signed it. 
5 Q. Okay. Is that your signature underneath 
6 where it says "Client"? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. And is that Mr. Barton's signature above 
9 yours? 
10 A. I guess so. I don't remember his signature, 
11 but I guess that's what it is. 
12 Q. Okay. And then in the upper portion of the 
13 contract, under paragraph No. 2, under "Scope of 
14 Services," I'm gonna read that and then ask you what 
15 your understanding was regarding this language. 
16 Paragraph No. 2: 
17 "Scope of services: You are hiring 
18 me (us) as your attorneys to represent 
19 you in the matter of your claims against 
2 0 all parties arising out of injuries 
21 which occurred on or about the 27th day 
22 of November, 1999 --1998." 
2 3 Did I read that correctly? 
25 Q. And was it your understanding from meeting 
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1 with Mr. Barton that he was going to be your attorney 
2 for any claims that you might have arising out of the 
3 automobile accident you had with Tony Clayton? 
4 A. He never said anything like that to me. 
5 Q. Mr. Barton never told you that he was gonna 
6 represent you? 
7 A. Only as for the insurance. But nothing for 
8 anything else. 
9 Q. Okay. But it was your understanding he was 
10 gonna pursue whatever claims that you had for whatever 
11 remedies against any persons that might be 
12 responsible; is that right? 
13 A. I don't know. 
14 Q. Who did you understand that you were gonna 
15 pursue claims against? 
16 A. Just the insurance company. 
17 Q. Okay. And did you understand that, that in 
18 order to make a claim against the insurance company 
19 you were making a claim against Fred Clayton? 
2 0 A. I, I, to be honest with you, I didn't 
21 understand that at that time, no. 
22 Q. Did, did Mr. Barton explain that to you? 
2 3 That he'd have to make a claim against the driver and 
2 4 the insurance company? 
25 A. I can't remember what he told me. 1 
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1 Q. Okay. Let me, let me have you turn to f 
2 page 60 of your, your deposition transcript that's | 
3 right in front of you for a minute. And this is the 
4 same deposition transcript we were talking about t 
5 earlier. I 
6 And at the time of your deposition -- let me 1 
7 find the line and the page and I'll read that I 
8 outside -- out loud and then ask if you under — if r 
9 that was what was discussed at that time. On line 17 j 
10 there's a question: I 
11 "Did you understand that in order to 1 
12 make a claim to Geico Insurance I 
13 Company -- or insurance you had to make 1 
14 a claim against the Claytons, and that 1 
15 their insurance company would then cover I 
16 it?" I 
17 And there was: "Objection, foundation." 1 
18 And then the answer is: | 
19 "At the time, I did not. I did I 
2 0 after it got explained what was going to | 
21 happen. 1 
2 2 "Question: Who explained that? I 
2 3 "Answer: Keith Barton." j 
2 4 Does that help refresh your memory? 1 
25 A. I don't remember. I 
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1 Q. Okay. Was that your testimony at the time, I 
2 that Keith Barton explained to you that you had to 1 
3 file suit against the Claytons? 1 
4 A. To be honest with you, I cannot remember. 1 
5 Q. And the Claytons were going to be your 1 
6 in-laws; is that right? 1 
7 A. That's right. I 
8 Q. Now, to hire Mr. Barton did you see any of 1 
9 his advertisements on TV, or billboards, or in a phone 1 
10 book; do you remember? j 
11 A. I can't remember. I don't remember how I j 
12 even-how. 1 
13 Q. Do, do you remember the jingle: "One call, I 
14 that's all"? 1 
15 A. Now, nowadays, yeah. But I don't remember 1 
1.6 then. 1 
17 Q. Okay. And it's your understanding that's 1 
18 Mr. Barton's advertising? 1 
19 A. Yeah. 1 
2 0 Q. The "One call, that's all"? 1 
21 A. Yes. 1 
22 Q. Okay. And then did Mr. Barton obtain a 1 
2 3 settlement for you? 1 
2 4 A. Yes. 1 
25 Q. And let me hand you what's going to be marked | 
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1 as — or it is marked as Defendant's Exhibit 668. Do 
2 you recognize your signature at the bottom of that 
3 page? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And that document has already been admitted 
6 into evidence. And it's now on the overhead screen. 
7 MR. EMBLEM: I'm sorry your Honor, I just 
8 want to make sure the record is clear. I believe he 
9 misspoke. It's Defendant's 668. 
10 MR.LARSEN: Did I? 
11 MR. EMBLEM: I thought you said plaintiffs. 
12 MR. LARSEN: Oh, I apologize. It's 
13 Defendant's 668. And maybe we can blow up that 
14 signature page at the bottom. 
15 Q. (By Mr. Larsen) Is that your signature — 
16 MR. LARSEN: Let's see, it would be above 
17 that, that's the notary. There we go. 
18 Q. (By Mr. Larsen) Is that your signature right 
19 there in the top of that screen there --
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. --"KellieMontoya"? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. And the date of the settlement was June 29, 
25 A. I don't remember what day it was. 
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1 Q. Okay. But it was just a couple of months 
2 after you had hired Mr. Barton? 
3 A. I don't remember what day it was. 
4 Q. Okay. And at the very top of the, of the 
5 release ~ I'm gonna read this out loud and then ask 
6 you some questions about it. 
7 "I/we, Kellie Montoya, releasors, of 
8 3 874 South Rockwood, No. 66, City of 
9 Salt Lake City, State Utah." 
10 Was that your address at the time? 
11 A. I didn't know where you are reading that. 
12 Now I found it, sorry. 
13 Q. Was that, was that your address at the time? 
14 A. Ithinkso. 
15 Q. Okay. 
16 "Being over the age of majority, for 
17 and in consideration of a draft sum of 
18 dollars, lawful money of the United 
19 States of America, to me/us and hand 
2 0 paid the receipt of which is hereby 
21 acknowledged due to myself, ourselves, 
2 2 my or our heirs, executors, 
2 3 administrators, successors, and assigns, 
2 4 hereby release ~ or remise, release, 
2 5 and forever discharge Frederick 1 
Page 7 5 | 
1 Clayton." 
2 Sony, I had to squint to see that. Did I I 
3 read that correctly? I 
4 A. Uh-huh (affirmative.) f 
5 Q. Okay. And was it your understanding then I 
6 that in signing this document you made a settlement i 
7 with Mr. Fred Clayton? 1 
8 A. I understood that that was his insurance. 1 
9 Q. And was that the end of your representation | 
10 with Mr. Barton? 1 
11 A. Yes. That I know of, yes. 1 
12 Q. And did you receive the settlement money? 1 
13 A. Yes. I 
14 Q. And at the time did you - well, strike that. 1 
15 And was your mom present when you signed this 1 
16 release of claim? I 
17 A. My mom was with me on all of- everything 1 
18 that we did with Keith Barton. g 
19 Q. And did your mother review this document to 1 
2 0 make sure that it was okay to sign? 1 
21 A. My mom reviewed everything, yes. 1 
22 Q. And have you always trusted your mother? 1 
2 3 A. Yes, I do. 1 
2 4 Q. And she's taken special care of you 1 
2 5 throughout your life, hasn't she? [ 
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1 A. What do you mean? 1 
2 Q. I mean just throughout your life. Your I 
3 mother ~ you've always been close with your mother 1 
4 and she's taken special care of you. 1 
5 A. When I was a little girl, of course. Any 1 
6 mother is gonna take care of her child. | 
7 Q. And now you are an adult and you live on — 1 
8 you live with your husband; is that right? I 
9 A. Yes. 1 
10 Q. Just a moment. 1 
11 At the time that you signed the settlement 1 
12 agreement were you forced or coerced to sign it? 1 
13 A. No. 1 
14 Q. Was it voluntary? 1 
15 A. It - because my mom explained it to me I I 
16 voluntary signed it, yes. 1 
17 Q. And did Mr. Barton, your attorney, also 1 
18 advise you that it was a reasonable settlement? 1 
19 A. I don't remember. I 
2 0 Q. Did he also advise you to sign the document? 1 
21 A. I don't remember. | 
22 Q. Okay. And once you received that settlement 1 
2 3 amount did you have any further contact with 1 
2 4 Mr. Barton? 1 
2 5 A. I dont remember. f 
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1 and in their waning years care for Fred and his mom, 
2 Tony's mom Dolores, in their waning years, as is 
3 traditional in their family, as in many families. 
4 Not everyone puts their people in an old folks' home, 
5 and they don't do that. 
6 When they got into the truck that 
7 morning, both Kellie and Tony put on their seat 
8 belts. Dolores Clayton, Tony's mother, will explain 
9 to you that Tony never, ever drove away unless 
. 0 everyone was belted. It was important to him. 
. 1 When Tony called his cousin the night 
. 2 before - they were best pals, you know, they grew up 
. 3 together -- he told Phil that he had gone off his 
4 Atkins diet eating at Kellie's mom's, that he enjoyed 
5 the muffins, and that he really enjoyed the mashed 
6 potatoes. And that morning, as he left West Valley 
7 City, Tony pulled through the Wienerschnitzel and got 
8 a Diet Coke and a hot dog. 
9 Now, Tony was 5 foot 7 and he weighed 
0 240 or so pounds. He was a big boy. And for Tony, 
1 dieting was always a part of his life. But still 
2 feeling a little bit guilty, he told Kellie that they 
3 could diet next week. 
4 The decade before, in 1998, Ford 
5 suffered a setback with their Bronco II. The 
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Bronco II was failing Consumer Union's accident 
avoidance test drive test. Consumers Union publishes 
the consumers magazine publication, Consumer Reports. 
Consumer Reports advises buyers what products are 
good, what products are not so good. They rate them. 
The Consumer Reports magazine published an article 
that said, in quotes ~ 
MR. O'NEILL: Your Honor, let me object. 
I believe this is part of the Motion in Limine. I'm 
not sure this is appropriate to be talking about 
in — 
THE COURT: May I have you come to the 
bench? 
(Side bar conference.) 
THE COURT: The objection is overruled. 
MR. EMBLEM: Consumers Union, in the 
Consumer Reports magazine ~ it was a Nader 
organization, if you remember Ralph Nader — stated, 
"Prudent buyers will avoid the Bronco II. Its 
handling in our tests was poor. We don't think any 
vehicle should lift both wheels so far off the 
ground, in our tests, on smooth, dry pavement." 
Ford engineers frantically reviewed the 
Bronco EC's design to improve its crash-worthiness. 
Ford's PR people also went to work to minimize the | 
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1 damage, the quick fix. When the Bronco II had | 
2 adverse publicity, Ford would rename that new | 
3 Bronco II four-door Explorer and continued marketing j 
4 the unsafe vehicle to the public. Still the UN46, 1 
5 which was their designation put on the vehicle by the i 
6 factory. 1 
7 Ford would create its own safety testing 1 
8 criteria using a computer. Ford would claim the | 
9 Explorer passed their own testing requirements, H 
10 testing requirements used only by Ford and no other • 
11 auto manufacturer, computer testing. But Ford would | 
12 fail to preserve the proof that the Explorer actually 1 
13 passed, so no one could repeat the tests. There 1 
14 would be no peer review. Ford claimed the Explorer 1 
15 passed and signed off the UN46 Explorer as safe. j 
16 Ford company meeting minutes will show 1 
17 the UN46 Bronco II became the wildly popular Ford 1 
18 Explorer. Ford was self-certifying, and that meant 1 
19 no peer review. Self-certifying - if the Explorer i 
| 2 0 met some government standards, that was not evidence 1 
| 21 that it was safe. 1 
2 2 The reason the UN46, the new Ford 1 
! 2 3 Explorer, was failing the accident avoidance 1 
2 4 maneuvers ~ accident avoidance is when something I 
2 5 rolls out in the street in front of you and you have 1 
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1 to quickly dart to get around it, a child, a ball, 1 
2 maybe a deer or moose in this part of the country. j 
3 Accident avoidance, you have to move quickly, and 1 
4 that's when it was failing. 1 
5 The reason it was failing is the wheel 1 
6 track, the distance between the wheels center to | 
7 center, was too narrow and the center of gravity was 1 
8 too high, and that made the vehicle too easy to roll 1 
9 over. It was top-heavy. It was clumsy or, in plain J 
10 English, it was not safe. | 
11 But because of Ford's marketing, the 1 
12 Explorer had become the most sought after SUV, 1 
13 earning Ford some 40 percent profit per unit. Fred | 
14 and Tony paid $26,466 for their Ford Explorer. 1 
15 That's $10,500 in profit. That's - they made 40,000 1 
16 of these vehicles a month. The factories worked I 
17 maximum overtime to produce them. It was the most 1 
18 popular vehicle. | 
19 Forty thousand a month, 10,500 a unit, 1 
2 0 that is $ 120 million a month or almost $5 billion a 1 
21 year in profit. 1 
2 2 The road to safety is never the road 1 
23 less traveled, ladies and gentlemen. It's not a 1 
2 4 simple matter to drop a huge engine on four wheels, 1 
25 wrap it in steel and glass and leather and put air 1 
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1 A I don't think that this latch broke as a result 
2 of the accident. It was damaged subsequent to coming 
3 open. 
4 Q And it's your understanding that NHTSA, the 
5 governmental agency that adopts the federal motor vehicle 
6 standards, it has a latch strength certification that's 
7 required for all U.S. automakers; is that right? 
8 A There's a federal standard called 206 that 
9 relates to the strength of the latch. 
10 Q And FMVSS-206 requires the latch be strong 
11 enough to withstand 2,500 pounds of lateral force; is that 
12 correct? 
13 A Longitudinal force. And then 2,000 pounds of 
14 shearing or lateral force. 
15 Q 2,000 pounds in the direction of the door 
16 opening? 
17 A Right. 
18 Q And you don't dispute that the mini latch design 
19 meets the FMVSS standards? 
2 0 A Not — you know, I don't know that ~ I wouldn't 
21 be surprised if it did. I haven't tested the latch. 
22 Q You never tested the mini latch to see how 
2 3 strong it is? 
24 A I've tested it many times, but not in the 206 
2 5 test, which is a laboratory test where the latch is bolted 
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1 to a fixture. 
2 Q So in your 20 years as a door latch expert, 
3 you've never done a door latch strength test, the 206 
4 test, on a mini latch? 
5 A No. It's not really relevant to how the latch 
6 performs in the door, so all the testing I do includes the 
7 body structure where it's important, or the B pillar or 
8 whatever. It's not a laboratory test as such, it's more 
9 of a simulation of a field accident. 
10 Q So I understand your testimony correctly, you're 
11 not critical, then, of the strength of the mini latch? 
12 A I don't think it's a factor here. 
13 Q Well, but the question was: You're not critical 
14 of the strength of the mini latch design? 
15 A Not in this case, no. 
16 Q You inspected the Clayton latch, I think you 
17 said, in ~ was it June or May, 2005? 
L8 A May 13th,'05. 
L 9 Q And when you inspected that latch, did you look 
2 0 to see if the latch was still in a locked position? 
21 A We did look at the linkage positions, and I 
2 2 think I made some notes regarding that. 
23 Q And is it true that when you inspected the latch 
24 it was still locked? 
2 5 A Yes . . . . . . . _ . . _ . _ _ L 
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1 I] 
1 Q And that was the intermittent lever that you 1 
2 demonstrated to the jury yesterday; is that right? § 
3 A The way we determined it was looking at a 1 
4 portion ofthe intermittent lever, which is visible 1 
5 through an opening here. 1 
6 Q Can you demonstrate for the jury how you can 1 
7 tell whether the latch is in the locked position? 1 
8 THE COURT: Referring to which exhibit? 1 
9 MR. LARSEN: I think he's referring to - 1 
10 THE WITNESS: P316. 
11 MR. LARSEN: And you can step down in front of 1 
12 the jury, if that's okay, 1 
13 THE WITNESS: There's a window in the latch 1 
14 frame here, a rectangular window. j 
15 THE COURT: Mr. Gilberg, you may not address the | 
16 jury. You may only respond to questions. I 
17 Q (BY MR. LARSEN) Mr. Gilberg, can you 1 
18 demonstrate how you can tell from looking in that window 1 
19 how the latch intermittent lever was in a locked position? 1 
2 0 A If you view the intermittent lever, there's an | 
1 21 extension ofthe tab here. 1 
22 Q Can you show that to the jury? 1 
2 3 A It's easier to see in the damaged latch than it 1 
24 is on this one. Inside the opening there's an extension | 
2 5 of this lever that's visible. 1 
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1 Q Like a tab sticking through a small window, 1 
2 about half an inch long? I 
3 A Ordinarily the latch doesn't stick out. In the 1 
4 accident latch you can see it. 1 
5 Q So when i t ' s - 1 
6 THE COURT: May I interrupt? Is the record able I 
7 to hear the questions and answers? 1 
8 COURT REPORTER: Yes. 1 
9 THE COURT: Keep your voice up. 1 
10 Q (BY MR LARSEN) When the intermittent lever is | 
11 in a locked position, that little tab in the intermittent j 
12 lever in the window is near the bottom; is that right? 1 
13 A That's right. And the reason you can see it on | 
14 the accident latch is because this whole face of the latch j 
15 is bent this way, so it changes the perspective you get 1 
16 when the look through the window. 1 
17 Q But the fork bolts were open, or at least 1 
18 partially open when you inspected the latch; is that j 
19 right? 1 
2 0 A Well, they were pretty much in the condition you 1 
21 see it here. 1 
22 THE COURT: You're referring to - 1 
23 THE WITNESS: This is Exhibit 334. I 
24 Q (BY MR. LARSEN) And they were in the open 1 
2 5 position? 1 
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1 A Not completely, but open far enough to release 
2 the latch. 
3 Q They weren't opened all the way as if the door 
4 had been unlatched? 
5 A The lower j aw could probably move a few more 
6 degrees towards the open direction, but there's not enough 
7 difference between that and the open position to call that 
8 lower j a w in the secondary position. It's really open. 
9 It's just not fully open. And it's pinned somewhat in 
L 0 that condition because of the way the frame is damaged. 
LI Q And if the door had been unlatched because of 
L 2 foreshortening, you would expect that the fork bolts would 
L 3 be in a completely open position? 
L 4 A If the door didn't interact with the ground and 
L 5 get slammed into the ground several times, I would agree 
L6 with that. 
L 7 Q Take out the ground contact and let me just ask 
L 8 the question again. If the door was unlatched because of 
L 9 door foreshortening on the rod, the fork bolts would be in 
2 0 a completely open position? 
21 A Not necessarily true. It depends on the timing 
22 of the closing up of the gap between the end panel and the 
2 3 door, the end panel and the B pillar. If you close that 
2 4 gap rapidly and smack the forks before they rotate all the 
2 5 way open, you'll stop the movement. 
I 
P a g e 2 2 0 | 
1 And that's a consequence of what happened with the door 
2 after it came open. So the position of the intermittent 
3 lever postaccident could change with very little force. 
4 Q Let me ask the question a different way. The 
5 fact that the intermittent lever was still in a locked 
6 position would be inconsistent with inside compression rod 
7 activation? 
8 A If it looked like this, I would agree with you. 
9 But it doesn't. It looks like this. I don't think it's 
1 0 inconsistent, I don't think it's consistent. I don't 
1 1 think it sheds any light on the situation in either case. 
1 2 Q And when you say it looked like this and looked 
1 3 like that, for the record you're just referring to the 
1 4 exemplar latch versus the Clayton latch? 
1 5 A 316 versus 334. 
1 6 Q And I think, if I understand your answer 
1 7 correctly, you're saying that this latch may have changed 
1 8 after the door came open? 
1 9 A I don't think there's any question about it. 
2 0 Q Because some of the levers that move the locking 
2 1 mechanism have been bent by the some of the sheet metal 
2 2 deformation around the frame, right? 
23 A They're hugely bent. 
24 Q But the inside ~ we're taking about the inside, 
25 the guts of this latch and this latch frame. The fact 
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1 Q You're saying - you're saying if it was smacked 
2 suddenly while they're trying to spring open, it may be 
3 frozen in an halfway open position; is that right? 
4 A Right. Or as in this case, a 90-percent-open 
5 position. 
6 Q But isn't also the partially open position 
7 consistent with bypass or misalignment? 
8 A I'm not sure I follow you. 
9 Q Isn't the partially open pos i t ion on the Clayton 
L 0 latch consistent with bypass or a l ignment - misal ignment? 
L1 A Y o u mean — you know, I 'm not sure I unders tand 
L 2 wha t you're asking me . 
L3 Q That might b e a confusing ques t ion because I 
L 4 haven't laid any foundation for it. But let me ask a 
L 5 different question. 
L 6 If the door latch had been unlocked — or, 
L 7 excuse me, the door latch had been actuated by rod 
L 8 foreshortening, you would expect to find the latch in an 
. 9 unlocked position; is that correct? 
10 A Right, you would. 
11 Q So the fact that the Clayton latch was found in 
12 a locked position is consistent with the door opening from 
13 overload? 
! 4 A I don't think so, because the whole frame ~ in 
15 particular the intermittent lever is smashed and bent. 
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1 that the intermittent lever was in a locked position when 
2 you found it is inconsistent with rod compression at the 
3 time the door opened? 
4 A All the bits that stick out of the latch are 
5 connected to the bits that are inside the latch. So, no, 
6 I don't think so. I don't think it proves anything one 
7 way or the other. 
8 Q You can't say, can you, whether or not the 
9 intermittent lever was in an unlocked position at the time 
1 0 that the door opened? You can't tell that from looking at 
1 1 that latch? 
1 2 A From looking at the latch, you don't see it now. 
1 3 The latch has been virtually smashed. 
1 4 Q But you agree that it would be in an unlocked 
1 5 position if you had rod foreshortening? 
1 6 A No , I would agree if it were not otherwise 
1 7 damaged like P316. But as it is damaged, I wouldn't 
1 8 agree. 
1 9 Q I want to talk about some of the internal damage 
2 0 on this latch, and you compared it somewhat to the Morris 
2 1 latch. If I understand you correctly, you're saying that 
22 the upper fork bolt - there's two fork bolts; is that 
23 right? 
24 A Right. 
25 Q And those two fork bolts are kind of like Vs 
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1 that tend to close around the striker and grip the 
2 striker; is that correct? 
3 A That's their function, yes. 
4 Q And the upper fork bolt won't engage the 
5 detente; is that correct? 
6 A We're speaking of 334? 
7 Q Yes. 
8 A Nothing will move in this latch. It's stuck 
9 where it is because of all the damage to it. 
0 Q And the detente, that's just another word that's 
1 for "stop"; is that correct? 
2 A Yes. It's kind of interchangeable with pawl or 
3 stop or — yeah. 
4 Q Can you demonstrate for the jury how that 
5 detente and fork bolt interact or engage each other? 
6 A Well, what I've done to P316 is cut away some of 
7 the back of the latch frame so that you can see these 
8 components when they operate. And probably it would be 
. 9 best if each juror just held it in his hand and operated 
>0 it. 
! 1 But what happens is that there is a land on each 
\2 of the forks that is intercepted by what's called the 
\ 3 detail lever from the backside of the latch. And the land 
! 4 sits on top of the - or stops the upper fork from 
\S rotating. And there's another one at the bottom that 
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1 the detente is moved out of the way and the fork bolt 
2 springs; is that correct? 
3 A That's the normal way the latch functions. The 
4 fork and the detente lever are in the same plain, and that 
5 would be the normal load of release. 
6 Q And the fork bolts are spring loaded so that if 
7 a detente is not holding the fork bolt, it will spring 
8 open; is that right? 
9 A Right. There is one other thing. If the 
10 striker is not in the jaws, because the striker prevents 
11 the rotation of the jaw, too. 
12 Q The door has to move out? 
13 A The door has to move out. 
14 Q Away from the striker? 
15 A That's right. 
16 Q To release the striker? 
17 A Yes. 
18 Q And so if the detente is moved out of the plain 
19 so it's no longer parallel to the fork bolt, then the fork 
2 0 bolt then can move freely; is that correct? 
2 1 A That's a failure mode. That is one way that 
2 2 latches malfunction. 
2 3 Q It's not necessarily a defect? 
24 A Depends on the circumstances and the loads that 
2 5 are required to do that. 
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1 stops the lower fork from rotating. When this lever is 
2 pulled backwards it pivots something like my arm is 
3 pivoting here. The forks are then free to spring open. 
4 They're spring loaded to the open position. 
5 Q So the fork bolt and detente are metal that are 
6 about the same thickness; is that right? 
7 A Roughly, yes. 
8 Q And the area where they contact each other, you 
9 call that the landing? 
0 A The area on the fork would be a landing or pawl, 
1 p-a-w-1. 
2 Q And they're basically comprised of the same 
3 metal? 
4 A You know, they're both steel, yeah. 
5 Q And the way that it works is kind of like a 
6 ratchet; is that right? 
7 A That's another term that Ford uses for these 
8 parts is, yes, it's a ratchet. 
9 Q I'm not using it in a technical term, I'm using 
0 it kind of as term that we can understand. It's like a 
1 ratchet that has like a jagged edge on metal that can grip 
2 another piece of metal edge? 
3 A Right. It allows rotation in only one 
4 direction. 
5 Q And the way that the fork bolt releases, is that 
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1 Q If you overwhelm the latch by massive forces, it 
2 can become misaligned and allow the fork bolts to move 
3 past the pawl and release; is that correct? 
4 A What you're talking about there is generally the 
5 frame of the latch is somehow bent so that the pivot axes 
6 of these components get out of alignment. 
7 Q Can you demonstrate for the jury, by showing the 
8 exemplar latch, the pivot points that get out of alignment 
9 in order to allow misalignment? 
10 A There are three rivets that are pretty prominent 
11 on the front face of this latch, located here, above what 
12 I call the fish mount, one below it, and then one down in 
13 the lower right-hand corner here. Each one of these is a 
14 pivot axis. This one is a pivot axis for the upper fork, 
15 this one for the lower fork, and this one for the detente 
16 lever. The detente lever moves like this, in and out of 
17 the upper and lower fork pawls. 
18 Q And if those axes of the upper fork bolt and 
19 detente lever rotate because of bending of the latch and 
2 0 bending of the latch frame, that will allow the fork bolt 
21 to bypass the detente; is that correct? 
22 A That is right. 
23 Q And on the Clayton latch, you would agree that 
2 4 the latch frame is bent sufficient that the axis of the I 
2 5 upper fork bolt and the detente are out of plain? 
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1 event that this occurred as the defendants have suggested? 
2 Would it make a differences to what the door would look 
3 like? 
4 A No, he's not - if the vehicle strikes 
5 something, he's going to travel towards the impact 
6 location. If it's directly in front him, the belts will 
7 provide some restraint effect. But as it moves towards 
8 the side, the belts are less and less effective. So he'll 
9 still be able to hit the door and still be able to apply 
10 some force to it. 
11 Q So - I'm sorry, were you finished? 
12 A I'm just saying that the lap belt might stop his 
13 hips from going into the door, but the torso belt can't do 
14 much for the upper body, at least in a side impact. 
15 Q So whether or not he's belted does not affect 
16 his weight going against the door in that direction? 
17 A I don't think it's very - the belt is very 
18 effective in restraining you in a lateral impact, is what 
19 I'm saying. 
2 0 Q So if the door comes open, whether he's belted 
21 or not, he's exposed to that ground every time the car 
2 2 goes over? 
23 MR. LARSEN: Objection, leading. 
25 Q (BY MR. EMBLEM) If the door comes open is there 
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1 protection for the occupant driver in this case from . 
2 ground contact? \ 
3 A The primary means of protection for the occupant \ 
4 is retention inside the vehicle. Keeping the door closed. 1 
5 If you open the door, you open the occupant to the 1 
6 possibility of portions of his anatomy going outside the 1 
7 envelop of the vehicle and either being crushed between 1 
8 the vehicle and the ground or levered and injury created / 
9 in that fashion. And I have a series of photographs of / 
10 people who are dead in belts. r 
11 MR. LARSEN: Objection, facts not in evidence. 
12 THE COURT: Let's not proceed in a narrative. 
13 Question and answer is the form. Mr. Emblem, your 
14 question? 
15 Q (BY MR. EMBLEM) The question is, then, that the 
1- 6 belt does not provide the occupant protection that the 
1-7 door does? \ 
LSf* A The first level of protection or the first step \ 
f 9 in occupant protection is that you've got to maintain the 1 
f0 integrity of the body. The container can't break open and / 
f l spill its contents. 1 
|2 Q The next part, going backwards, had to do with 
23 the latch. I think we covered that quite a bit. Let me 
-4 take a look at that. The way the Clayton latch is bent 
2 5 related to the locking mechanism, is it evident that the 
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1 ground contact can easily relock that lock after it's been 
2 once opened from foreshortening? | 
3 A All I really said was that the lever, the 1 
4 locking lever or the intermittent lever, was in the locked | 
5 position. How that translates into the lock actually I 
6 being physically locked is indeterminate, because the I 
7 whole thing is so mashed up. j 
8 Q Thank for you clearing that up. Just because [ 
9 the lock lever is in the locked position doesn't mean it's I 
10 locked? 
11 A Right. 
12 MR. LARSEN: Leading. 
13 THE COURT: Sustained. 
14 Q (BY MR. EMBLEM) Ifit were locked, would the I 
15 detentes or detente — I forgot that what word is - would I 
16 be in the pawl, and that's the landing on the jaw? 1 
17 MR. LARSEN: Objection, leading. I 
18 THE COURT: Sustained. [ 
19 Q (BY MR. EMBLEM) If it were locked, where would I 
20 the detente be? I 
21 A The latch should be closed and the detente lever | 
2 2 would be engaging the lands on the back of the forks. 1 
2 3 Q And that's not the case? 1 
24 A Right. 1 
25 Q Thank you for that. And you can see that with I 
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1 your naked eye. You don't need a microscope to see that? 1 
2 A No, it's visible. 1 
3 Q What is this ratcheting mechanism? Does that 1 
4 have anything to do with what we're talking about in this | 
5 case? I 
6 A That's a term that Ford uses to refer to the 1 
7 lands and the pawls or the detente lever. And a ratchet I 
8 is like a toothed mechanical device that rotates in one 1 
9 direction and won't rotate in the other. 1 
10 Q Does that have anything to do with what's going | 
11 on in this case? 1 
12 A It's just -- it's reminiscent of the shape of 1 
13 the lens on the fork bolts. They're saw-toothed in 1 
14 appearance. So it's easy for the fork to rotate to the 1 
15 closed position. But if the detente lever is in the way, 1 
16 it's hard to rotate to the open position. 1 
17 Q Sounds like something that occurs over and over | 
18 again, would that be fair to say? 1 
19 A Yeah. Right. 1 
2 0 Q As many times a day as you open and close the 1 
21 door, that's going to happen? 1 
22 A It does. 1 
23 Q So it's something that's subj ected to a great 1 
2 4 deal of wear? 1 
25 A Well, these particular components are very hard. 1 
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identical twin sister? 
A. No, I didn't know that. 
Q. Do you know if her sister was present? 
Obviously not? 
A. No. 
MR. FAY: You thought it was a mirror. 
THE WITNESS: That's news to me. I didn't 
know that. 
Q. BY MR. LARSEN: And you understood from 
the information that was provided to you that it was a 
1998 Ford Explorer that was the vehicle that was 
involved in the accident? 
A. Yes, that's correct. 
Q. Did you have any other information about 
that vehicle, other than what was described to you by 
the Claytons and the Highway Patrol report? 
A. No. I don't believe -- yeah. 
Q. I'm sorry, I said Claytons. I meant 
Montoyas, and I believe her mother's name is Martinez, 
so it's confusing, but the question was: Did you have 
any other information about the vehicle. 
A. No. 
Q. Do you know if there was an inspection of 
the vehicle performed by your office? 
A. There was not an inspection of the vehicle 
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by our office. 
Q. On Page 6, which is under Item 8, there's 
a list of descriptions, the parts of the body on 
Kellie that were injured. 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Is that again your handwriting? 
A. It is. 
Q. And are those descriptions accurate as to 
what Kellie told you that day? 
A. No. 
Q. What's not accurate? 
A. There was -- there was really too much to 
list. I mean, what I needed -- I just told her that 
what I really needed to do was get the medical bills 
and records, so --
Q. So these are just the basic injuries, but 
there were more described to you that was too 
excessive to list? 
A. Yes. Up under Client Number 1, Part 8, I 
wrote down the things that were really what I 
considered to be, I don't know, the major things. 
Q. And it lists brain injury. Who described 
that Kellie had a brain injury from this accident? 
A. It would have had to have been either 
Kellie or her parents. 
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1 A It does. 
2 Q Does a higher center of gravity make a vehicle 
3 more likely to roll over than a lower center of gravity? 
4 A No, because it depends on other things. 
5 Q Does the center of gravity related to the track 
6 width ~ if the ratio is lower, in other words, like 1.06, 
7 it's not as safe as if the number was higher, like 1.13? 
8 A I don't agree. 
9 Q And that's because of the other factors you've 
LO talked about? 
L1 A Correct. 
L 2 Q And since you left Ford you've been testifying 
L 3 to defend Ford. Dur ing the years that y o u told the ju ry 
L 4 about yesterday they've paid y o u $20 mil l ion? 
L 5 A I believe I've seen numbers in that range in the 
L 6 cases that I've testified in. 
L 7 Q And you are the person responsible for signing 
L8 off this UNI 05 Explorer? 
L 9 A No, I'm one of the many people. 
10 Q But you signed it off for the static stability, 
11 for the dynamic stability? 
12 A No, I didn't sign off for static stability. The 
13 dynamics had to do with the ride and handling group, had 
24 to do with my group, different groups. 
IS Q You signed the certification that was the 
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1 tires. 
2 Q Remember that diagram of the car and the center 
3 of gravity and the wheels doing this? 
4 A Yes. 
5 Q Were they doing that on your vehicle when you 
6 were on the test track? 
7 A Doing whatever the vehicle does. You can't 
8 really measure the migration of the center of gravity, but 
9 where it was moving, it was moving. And we recorded the 
1 0 data that showed the vehicle still performed well. 
1 1 Q A n y two-wheel lift, sir? 
12 A No, sir. 
1 3 Q Y o u were asked some questions about some rating 
1 4 or measurement that N H T S A promulgates. Do you recall 
1 5 those quest ions? 
16 A Yes. 
1 7 Q Let m e s h o w you what 's marked as Defendant's 
1 8 Exhibit D177 . 
1 9 M R . E M B L E M : A n e w document or one that's 
2 0 already in? 
2 1 M R . O'NEILL: It's not in evidence. It's 
22 Defendant's D177. 
2 3 MR EMBLEM: Your Honor, we'd object to this 
2 4 document as hearsay. 
2 5 MR. O'NEILL: Your Honor, can I attempt to lay 
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1 resistance to rollover? 
2 A For the A D A M S simulation, yes . 
3 Q If you increase the center of gravity ~ if you 
4 raise the center o f gravity in Mr. Clayton's Explorer, 
5 does that make the Explorer more likely to roll over? 
6 A No. 
7 MR. E M B L E M : I don't think I have anything 
8 further. 
9 T H E C O U R T : Further direct, Mr . O'Neill? 
L 0 MR. O'NEILL: Yes , Y o u r Honor . Thank you. 
LI R E D I R E C T E X A M I N A T I O N 
L2 B Y MR. O'NEILL: 
L 3 Q Mr. Tandy, very briefly let's go back to the 
L 4 1997 Explorer with the P235 tires and wi th Mr . Clayton in 
L5 the vehicle, who w e k n o w was 240 pounds , w e think. A n d 
L 6 Ms. Montoya, you've seen her, I don't know how to really 
. 7 estimate weight. Did you, sir, test that vehicle with 
. 8 those tires, more loaded, further above the center of 
.9 gravity than that? 
\ 0 A Oh, no question. 
11 Q Any problems on the test track? 
J 2 A No problem. 
13 Q Any problems o n the test t rack wi th bigger 
14 tires? 
15 A No, sir. We tested smaller tires and bigger 
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1 foundation? 
2 THE COURT: I think we would need that first, 
3 and then I'll entertain the objection. Mr. O'Neill? 
4 Q (BY MR. O'NEILL) Let me hand you this document, 
5 sir. And, again, without reading from it, Mr. Tandy, do 
6 you understand that the issue of static static stability 
7 factor as a definition of a standard for resistence to 
8 rollover was studied by the federal government? 
9 A Studied and rejected. 
1 0 Q And when did they reject it, sir? 
1 1 A Back in 1987. 
1 2 Q And what was the reason why they rejected static 
1 3 stability factor? 
1 4 A They said that it doesn't take into account 
1 5 other important considerations like the suspension, 
1 6 chassis, tires, suspension characteristics, springs and 
1 7 shocks. Other things that are important. 
1 8 Q Is that kind of what you've been saying for the 
1 9 last day-and-a-half or so? 
2 0 A Yes, sir. 
2 1 Q And is that why Ford doesn't rely on the magic 
2 2 number of the static stability factor, but instead looks 
2 3 at the whole vehicle? 
24 A Ford and other manufacturers. 
25 Q And when Ford looks at the whole vehicle and 
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1 these ones at around 1.01, that stability factor has 
2 been grossly overestimated. The dynamic stability 
3 factor would put that lower. I would expect most, if 
4 not all of these vehicles, could probably roll over in 
5 an emergency maneuver at freeway speeds. So — 
6 Q. Is that answer yes, sir? 
7 A. They're dangerous at freeway speeds. 
8 Q. Is that answer yes? 
9 A. I just said that they're dangerous at freeway 
10 speeds. 
11 Q. Yes or no, sir. Are every one of those 
12 vehicles defective above the Ford Explorer red line on 
13 Defendant's Exhibit 5-A, yes or no? 
14 A. They're unstable. 
15 Q. Is the answer yes or no, defective? 
16 A. Def — defective in that they are unstable, 
17 yes. 
18 Q. Is that ayes? 
19 A. Yes. 
2 0 Q. Okay. Thank you, sir. Mr. Ingebretsen, have 
2 1 you done analysis to determine the relative severity 
2 2 of this rollover compared to national accident 
2 3 statistics? 
24 A. You know, Tve looked at all those data. And 
2 5 there are so many ways to interpret them. I've seen 
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1 ones. 
2 Q. Okay. And sir, let me show you what has been 
3 marked as Defendant's Exhibit 457. 
4 MR. O'NEILL: Your Honor, may I approach? 
5 THE COURT: You may. 
6 Q. (By Mr. O'Neill) And Mr. Ingebretsen, did 
7 you have an occasion to review these materials 
8 produced by Dr. Germane in this case? 
9 A. I did. And also the SAE paper where this 
10 particular craft came from. 
11 Q. And is this the type of statistical 
12 information consulted by experts in your field 
13 concerning accident severity and frequency? 
14 A. It's among the body, yeah. 
15 Q. Okay. 
16 MR. O'NEILL: Your Honor, I move Defendant's 
17 Exhibit 457. 
18 THE COURT: Any objection? 
19 MR. EMBLEM: No objection. 
2 0 THE COURT: Four fifty-seven is received. 
2 1 (Defendant Exhibit No. 457 was received.) 
22 Q. (By Mr. O'Neill) Mr. Ingebretsen, displaying 
2 3 Exhibit 457. Let's take a moment to just discuss this 
2 4 chart, if we can. And just to begin with, the top of 
2 5 the page says: "Light Vehicle Rollover Frequency For 
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1 those numbers. This was a very severe accident. 
2 Q. Part of your general research was looking at 
3 the relative severity of this rollover to examine the 
4 survivability of Mr. Clayton. Isn't that true, sir? 
5 A. That's true. 
6 Q. And based upon that analysis you determined 
7 that the severity of this accident was "out there on 
8 the edge," right? 
9 A. If you're quoting me, I may have said that. 
10 You'll probably show me. But yeah, it's, it is ~ 
11 rollovers account for 40 percent of all, all deaths. 
12 And the more severe the rollover, the more quarter 
13 turns, the more severe it is, the more likely one will 
14 be ejected and killed. 
15 Q. And this one is out there on the edge, 
16 statistically speaking, in your opinion? 
17 A. It's probably in the, what? Two or three 
18 percent of rollovers. 
19 Q. Worst? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Okay. And most rollover accidents are not 
2 2 this severe, in your opinion? 
23 A. That's correct. 
24 Q. Okay. 
2 5 A. And the fatalities occur in the most severe 
fe- • JJ - i j i ^^^KmiSSMi -~ 
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1 a Six-Year Period of 1995 to 2001, National 
2 Association of Sampling — National Automotive 
3 Sampling Statistics." Is that what "NASS" means? 
4 A. That sounds right. 
5 Q. Okay. And then this graph plots, on the 
6 vertical margin, percent. And ~ or axis, I'm sorry. 
7 And then on the horizontal axis, rollover by quarter 
8 turn. Correct? 
9 A. Correct. 
10 Q. And is the right way to read this graph that 
1 1 at one quarter turn, which means just, in our case, 
12 the vehicle going just up on that one passenger side 
13 and stopping. That's a quarter-turn accident. 
14 A. Is that a question? 
15 Q. Is that, is that the right way to understand 
16 this? 
17 A. The graph, or what you're demonstrating? 
18 Q. What I just demonstrated. Is this -
19 A. That's one quarter turn. 
2 0 Q. Okay. And so if the vehicle came to a stop 
21 on the passenger side, that would show up in this 
2 2 chart as a one-quarter roll accident? 
2 3 A. That's correct. 
2 4 Q. Okay. And so this database then for this 
2 5 six-year period of light vehicle rollovers then charts 
8 ( P a g e s 2 6 t o 2 9 ) 
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1 Q. Okay. And then we won't go two and three. 
2 Let's just go right to four, 16 quarter rolls. What 
3 does the graph show in terms of fatalities? 
4 A. We're approaching a hundred percent of all of 
5 them have been accumulated by that point. 
6 Q. Okay. And does this graph show, then, that 
7 the more rolls that occur, the more quarter rolls, the 
8 more fatalities that occur? 
9 A . I wouldn't expect anything else. 
10 Q. Okay. 
11 A. I mean, we're accumulating all the rollovers. 
12 By the time we get to the end we should have all the 
13 injuries that have been reported. 
14 Q. Okay. That's fine. 
15 MR. O'NEILL: May I approach, your Honor? 
16 THE COURT: You may. 
17 THE WITNESS: Thank you. 
18 Q. (By Mr. O'Neill) Mr. Ingebretsen, have you 
19 seen this data and chart as part of your work in this 
2 0 case for Ms. Corrigan? 
21 A. I don't think I have this really nice-colored 
2 2 graph. I remember her talking about these in her 
2 3 report. 
2 4 THE COURT: This is 437? 
2 5 MR. O'NEILL: Yes, your Honor: Your Honor, I 
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1 MR. O'NEILL: And displaying 437-2. 
2 Q. (By Mr. O'Neill) Let's review the, the 
3 statistics, Mr. Ingebretsen. And again, this is 
4 entitled: "Risk of Ejection to Occupants in Rollovers 
5 With No Door Opening," correct? 
6 A. That's correct. 
7 Q. And you see, on the bottom, the source. 
8 Again we're back to the NASS Light Passenger Vehicle 
9 Database? 
10 A. That's correct. 
11 Q. Okay. And in this graph the data shows that 
12 there's an 80-percent risk of rejection to occupants 
13 with no door opening in accidents with three or more 
14 rolls. Is that true? 
15 A. You said "rejection," did you mean 
16 "ejection"? 
17 Q. Let me rephrase. And I apologize. 
18 A. Okay. 
19 Q. Is it proper to understand the data displayed 
20 in Exhibit 437 that the risk of ejection is 86 percent 
21 in accidents involving three or more rolls with no 
2 2 door opening? 
23 A. I think that's right. But it makes a false 
2 4 implication that ejection equates to fatal injuries. 
2 5 That - for ejection only, if we, if we ignore what 
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1 believe it's 437-2 on our exhibit list. 
2 Q. (By Mr. O'Neill) And are you familiar, then, 
3 with the data that is reflected in that chart, based 
4 upon your review of Ms. Corrigan's materials? 
5 A. Yes, I am. 
6 Q. And is this the type of information that is 
7 consulted by experts in your field? 
8 A. Well, where she - well, I mean, yes. But 
9 the presentation I think is misleading. But, I mean, 
L 0 the database - this is that NASS database. I mean, 
L1 that's the body of information we go to. And it's 
- 2 presentation that can be massaged. And so — 
-3 Q. Okay. 
- 4 A. — I mean, yes, the ~ where she got it from, 
- 5 yes, that's the body. 
.6 MR. O'NEILL: Your Honor, I offer 
. 7 Exhibit 437-2 into evidence. 
8 THE COURT: Any objection? 
9 MR. EMBLEM: Object to the exhibit, your 
' 0 Honor. Actually, there is no foundation for the 
1 contents of this. It's not self-authenticating. And 
2 there's no testimony in terms of how it's relating. 
3 THE COURT: In terms of your ~ the objection 
4 is overruled. The - 437-2 is received. 
5 (Defendant Exhibit No. 437-2 was received.) 
; mm-m&^^&m^ M 
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1 the injuries are, then yes, we can, we can use this. 
2 Q. And that's - 1 appreciate what you are 
3 saying, and I don't want to make you assume anything. 
4 A. Okay. 
5 Q. We're talking strictly of the risk of 
6 ejection. 
7 A. Correct. 
8 Q. Irrespective of what happens once you get 
9 ejected. 
10 A. Correct. 
11 Q. And doesn't this graph show, 43 7-2, that you 
12 have an 86-percent chance of ejection with no door 
13 opening in accidents that involve three or more rolls? 
14 A. This is ~ if I assume that — I believe this 
15 is an exponent data. And I wasn't there, and I don't 
16 recall reading a paper of how they collected it or 
17 what they're doing. That's what this graph shows. 
18 Q. Okay. 
19 A. But I, I haven't been able to confirm this 
2 0 against an independent, unbiased source. 
21 Q. Do you have any current information from your 
2 2 own work in this case that somehow this risk, 80 
2 3 per — 86 percent is wrong? 
24 A. No, I don't. 
25 Q. Okay. 
' ^^oS&yK^WSKHC * ^P^U^!X%?^, .&^S 
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Kelly L. Wilburn, CSR, 
DepomaxMerit 
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IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, 
STATE OF UTAH 
DEE CLAYTON, et al., 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
UTAH AUTO COLLECTION, et al., 
Defendants. 
MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF 
PLAINTIFFS' REPLY BRIEF IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL 
ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED 
Case No. 000909522 
Judge Joseph C. Fratto 
Pursuant to Utah Rules of Civil Procedure 7(b) and 12(f), Defendant Ford Motor 
Company ("Ford"), through counsel, moves to strike portions of Plaintiffs' Reply Memorandum 
of Points & Authorities in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Judgment Notwithstanding the 
Verdict and Motion of New Trial. Specifically, Ford moves to strike the unsupported statements 
on pages 2 through 8 suggesting that Ford's expert, Edward Caulfield from Packer Engineering, 
"tampered with" or "manipulated" the subject door latch to perpetrate a "fraud" to fit Ford's 
defense. The bases for this motion are that the statements are: (1) impertinent and scandalous 
material; (2) unsupported by the testimony and evidence in the trial record; and (3) contradicted 
by the trial testimony of plaintiffs' door latch expert Andrew Gilberg. 
441234.2 
This motion is supported by an accompanying memorandum of law. 
DATED this C^L day of May, 2007. 
Snell & Wilmer L.L.P. 
Dan R. Larsen 
Attorneys for Ford Motor Company 
® JRTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on this^>_ aay of May, 2007, a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF PLAINTIFFS' REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL was served via email and U.S. mail, postage prepaid to: 
Thor O. Emblem 
Law Offices of Thor O. Emblem 
205 West 5th Avenue, Suite 105 
Escondido, CA 92025 
thor@emblemlaw.com 
Matthew H. Raty 
Law Office of Matthew H. Raty 
9677 South 700 East, Suite D 
Sandy, Utah 84070 
mraty@xmission.com 
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Tim O 'Neill (Pro Hac Vice) 
Dan R. Larsen (4865) 
Kimberly Neville (9067) 
Snell & Wilmer L.L.P. 
15 West South Temple, Suite 1200 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101-1004 
Telephone: (801)257-1900 
Facsimile: (801)257-1800 
Attorneys for Ford Motor Company 
IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, 
STATE OF UTAH 
DEE CLAYTON, et al., 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
UTAH AUTO COLLECTION, et al., 
Defendants. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF 
PLAINTIFFS' REPLY BRIEF IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL 
ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED 
Case No. 000909522 
Judge Joseph C. Fratto 
Pursuant to Utah Rules of Civil Procedure 7(c), Defendant Ford Motor Company 
("Ford"), through counsel, respectfully submits this Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike 
Portions of Plaintiffs' Reply Brief in Support of Motion for New Trial. 
ARGUMENT 
IMPERTINENT, SCANDALOUS AND UNSUPPORTED STATEMENTS IN 
PLAINTIFFS' REPLY BRIEF SHOULD BE STRICKEN 
Pursuant to Rule 12(f), "the court may order stricken from any pleading any insufficient 
defense or any redundant, immaterial, impertinent, or scandalous matter." Utah R. Civ. P. 12(f). 
Consistent with this rule, the Utah Supreme Court has held that scandalous, malicious, and 
impertinent allegations may be stricken from a court's files and records. See Morrison v. Snow, 
441234.2 
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26 Utah 247, 72 P. 924 (1903)(where the record shows that no evidence was introduced, nor was 
any offered, to support scandalous, malicious and impertinent allegations, trial court properly 
struck allegations from its files and records). Peters v. Pine Meadow Ranch Home Ass'n, 151 
P.3d 962 (Utah 2007) (appellate briefs containing irrelevant and scandalous accusations, both 
direct and indirect, that the Court of Appeals panel intentionally fabricated evidence, 
intentionally misstated the holding of a case, and acted with improper motives, are properly 
sticken). 
In addition, the Utah Standards of Professionalism and Civility direct counsel to observe 
appropriate standards in their briefing. Paragraph 3 of these standards provides as follows: 
Lawyers shall not, without an adequate factual basis, attribute to other counsel or 
the court improper motives, purpose, or conduct. Lawyers should avoid hostile, 
demeaning, or humiliating words in written and oral communications with 
adversaries. Neither written submissions nor oral presentations should disparage 
the integrity intelligence, morals, ethics, or personal behavior of an adversary 
unless such matters are directly relevant under controlling substantive law. 
See Utah Standards of Professionalism and Civility, at If 3. 
Here, plaintiffs' reply memorandum crosses the line from zealous advocacy to an 
improper and unsupported attack on Ford Motor Company, its counsel and its testifying expert. 
Among other things, plaintiffs boldly state that "Packer Engineering tampered with the 
evidence", that the photographic evidence offered at trial was "fraudulent handy-work of Packer 
Engineering", that "Packer Engineering adjusted the fork bolts on the Clayton door latch to 
match its newly produced version proffered by Mr. Caulfield on how the latch opened", that 
"Packer Engineering further manipulated the latch to 'adjust' it to a fixed position to fit Ford's 
defense", that the fork bolt misalignment is "due to Packer Engineering's manipulation of the 
evidence," that "the only reason for Packer Engineering to remove the door latch was to 
manipulate it", and that the evidence was a "fraud perpetrated by Packer Engineering who 
441234 2 4 
tampered with the latch and left it jammed in a partially closed position...." (Plaintiffs' reply 
brief at pp. 2-5, 8) 
While the Court and the parties can certainly appreciate zealous advocacy, plaintiffs' 
memorandum crosses the line when it accuses attorneys and witnesses of evidence tampering 
and fraud on the Court. Plaintiffs' allegations are extremely serious and are the type of 
unsupported accusations of improper conduct addressed by Paragraph 3 of the Utah Standards of 
Professionalism and Civility. If plaintiffs truly believed at trial that Dr. Caulfield, or Ford's 
counsel, engaged in unethical conduct, they should have raised these issues before or during trial, 
not afterwards in a desperate attempt to overturn an adverse jury verdict. 
It is important to note that plaintiffs' reply memorandum grossly misstates the trial 
record. Plaintiffs had custody of the subject latch at the time of trial and offered it into evidence 
as plaintiffs' Exhibit 334. At no time during plaintiffs' case-in-chief did they ever suggest that 
the subject door latch had been improperly modified, manipulated, tampered with or fraudulently 
damaged. In fact, Mr. Gilberg candidly testified at trial that the latch was basically in the same 
condition both at his inspection and at trial.1 Robust cross-examination of Dr. Caulfield simply 
demonstrated that the latch had been photographed many times by numerous experts over the 
years. It also demonstrated that the exact position of the fork bolts following the accident could 
not be precisely determined. Even plaintiffs' reply brief now concedes that Mr ..Gilberg 
"adjusted" the fork bolts to photographically record the maximum fork bolt travel, but "returned 
the fork bolts to position he found them in." (Plaintiffs reply memo at p. 2). In any event, none 
of the trial testimony or exhibits suggest tampering with the subject door latch by Dr. Caulfield 
or Packer Engineering, much less demonstrate fraudulent conduct. 
1
 See Exhibit 3 attached to Ford's Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Judgment 
Notwithstanding the Verdict and Motion for New Trial, Gilberg testimony transcript at pp. 217-18. 
2
 Plaintiffs cite no record evidence to support their assertion that Mr. Gilberg adjusted and then returned 
the fork bolts to the position he found them in. It simply never came up attrial. 
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In short, Ford believes that plaintiffs' unsupported allegations and personal attacks have 
no bearing on the motion for new trial and respectfully request that the Court strike the 
challenged portions of the reply memorandum. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the above arguments, Defendant Ford Motor Company respectfully requests 
that this Court grant its Motion to Strike Portions of Plaintiffs' Reply Brief in Support of Motion 
for New Trial. A 
DATED this Cs_ day of May, 2007. 
Snell & Wilmer L.L.P. 
Dan R. Larsen 
Attorneys for Ford Motor Company 
441234 2 
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IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, 
STATE OF UTAH 
DEE CLAYTON, et al., 
Appellants/Plaintiffs, 
v. 
UTAH AUTO COLLECTION, et al., 
Appellees/Defendants. 
NOTICE OF CROSS APPEAL 
Trial Court Case No. 000909522 
Utah Supreme Court Case No. 20070517 
Judge Joseph C. Fratto 
Pursuant to Rules 3 and 4(d) of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure, Notice is hereby 
given that Ford Motor Company, through counsel, cross-appeals to the Utah Supreme Court the 
final judgment of the Honorable Joseph C. Fratto entered in this matter on July 3, 2007. Because 
final judgment was entered on July 3, 2007, pursuant to Rule 4(c) of the Utah Rules of Appellate 
Procedure, the Appellants' Notice of Appeal dated June 25, 2007, is treated as filed as of July 3, 
2007. This cross appeal is filed within the 14-days of the filing of Appellants' Notice of Appeal, 
and therefore, complies with Rule 4(d) of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure. 
This cross appeal is taken from that part of the judgment pertaining to whether Appellant 
Kellie Montoya filed this lawsuit within the applicable statute of limitations period. Specifically, 
Ford Motor Company appeals the Court's denial of its motion for directed verdict on January 30, 
449366 
2007, and the subsequent jury findings in the special verdict relevant to the statue of limitations. 
DATED this 6th day of July, 2007. 
Snell & Wilmer L.L.P. 
Troy L. Booher 
Attorney for Ford Motor Company 
449366 
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3RD DISTRICT COURT - SALT LAKE 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
ESTATE OF ANTHONY CLAYTON Et 
al, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JOHN DOES 1 THROUGH X Et al, 
Defendant. 
MINUTES 
JURY TRIAL DAY 16 
Case No: 000909522 WD 
Judge: JOSEPH C. FRATTO 
Date: January 30, 2007 
Clerk: wendyd 
Reporter: CATHI KENNEDY 
PRESENT 
Plaintiff(s): DEE CLAYTON 
FRED CLAYTON 
Plaintiff's Attorney(s): THOR O EMBLEM 
TRACY L EMBLEM 
MATTHEW H RATY 
Defendant's Attorney(s): DAN R LARSEN 
KIMBERLY A NEVILLE 
TIMOTHY G O'NEILL 
Other Parties: KELLIE MONTOYA 
CAT/CIC 
Tape Number: Courtrm N41 Tape Count: 8:45 
TRIAL 
On Record 
Official record taken by Depomax. 
The Court states it's decision on defendant's motion for directed 
verdict. 
The motion is granted in part and denied in part. 
The motion is granted as to the issue(s) of inadequate roof 
cushioning; the exterior handle; defective seat belt; fraud; 
dealerships; and negligent repair. 
All other issues are denied. 
9:07 The plaintiff has opted to not re-open their case and call 
3RD DISTRICT COURT - SALT LAKE 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
ESTATE OF ANTHONY CLAYTON Et 
al, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JOHN DOES 1 THROUGH X Et al, 
Defendant. 
MINUTES 
JURY TRIAL DAY 21 
Case No: 000909522 WD 
Judge: JOSEPH C. FRATTO 
Date: February 7, 2 007 
Clerk: wendyd 
Reporter: CATHI KENNEDY 
PRESENT 
Plaintiff(s): DEE CLAYTON 
FRED CLAYTON 
Plaintiff's Attorney(s): THOR O EMBLEM 
Defendant's Attorney(s): DAN R LARSEN 
KIMBERLY A NEVILLE 
TIMOTHY G O'NEILL 
Other Parties: KELLIE MONTOYA 
CAT/CIC 
Tape Number: Courtrm N41 Tape Count: 9:15 
TRIAL 
TAPE: Courtrm N41 COUNT: 9:15 
On Record 
OFFICIAL RECORD TAKEN BY DEPOMAX 
Defendant's witness ANDREW TONELLI resumes the stand on direct 
examination. 
9:46 Defendant's witness MICHAEL JAMES is sworn and testifies. 
11:34 Defendant's witness DONALD TANDY is sworn and tesitifies. 
12:00 noon recess 
Clerk asked plaintiff's counsel assistant for the missing CD/DVD 
copies and was informed that 266B was a corrupted file and the rest 
would be handed in tomorrow morning. 
1:43 Back in session 
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L and determine this case the same as if it were 
2 between individuals. You should look solely to the 
3 evidence for the facts and to the instructions I give 
1 you for the law and return a true and just verdict 
5 according to the facts established by the evidence 
5 and the law as I have stated it to you. 
7 Instruction8: You are the exclusive 
3 judges of the credibility of the witnesses and the 
9 weight of the evidence. In judging the weight of the 
0 testimony and credibility of the witnesses, you have 
1 a right to take into consideration any biases, any 
2 interest in the result, and any motive or lack of 
3 motive to testify fairly. You may consider the 
4 witnesses' conduct while testifying before you, the 
5 reasonableness of their statements, their apparent 
6 frankness or candor, or want of it, their opportunity 
7 to know, their ability to understand, and their 
8 capacity to remember. You should consider these 
9 matters you believe have a bearing on the 
0 truthfulness or accuracy — the truthfulness and 
1 accuracy of the witnesses' statements. 
2 Instruction 9: You may believe that a 
3 witness, on some former occasion, made statements 
4 inconsistent with that witness's testimony given here 
5 in this case. 
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L That does not necessarily mean that you 
2 are required to entirely disregard the present 
3 testimony. The effect of such evidence upon the 
1 credibility of the witness is for you to determine. 
5 No. 10: If you believe any witness has 
S willfully testified falsely as to any material 
7 matter, you may disregard the entire testimony of 
3 that witness, except as that witness may have been 
9 corroborated by other credible evidence. 
0 Instruction No. 11: In the present 
1 action, certain testimony has been read or shown to 
2 you by way of deposition. You are not to discount 
3 this testimony for the sole reason that it comes to 
4 you in the form of a deposition. It is entitled to 
5 the same consideration as if the witness had 
6 personally appeared. 
7 Instruction No. 12: An opinion is the 
8 expression of a conclusion or judgment which does not 
9 purport to be based on actual knowledge. In 
0 determining whether a particular statement was a 
1 statement of fact or merely an expression of opinion, 
2 you may consider the surrounding circumstances under 
3 which the statement was made and the ordinary effect 
4 of the words used. You may also consider the 
5 relationship of the parties and the subject matter 
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1 with which the statement was concerned. | 
2 Instruction No. 13: The rules of 1 
3 evidence ordinarily do not permit the opinions of j 
4 witnesses to be received as evidence. An exception 1 
5 to this rule exists in the case of expert witnesses. 1 
6 Witnesses who, by education, study, and experience — 1 
7 pardon me ~ have become expert in some art, science, | 
8 profession, or calling, may state opinions as to any 1 
9 such matter in which that witness is qualified as an 1 
10 expert, so long as it is material and relevant to the 1 
11 case. 1 
12 You should consider such expert opinion 1 
13 and the reasons, if any, given for it. You are not 1 
14 bound by such an opinion. Give it the weight you 1 
15 think it deserves. If you should decide that the 1 
16 opinions of an expert witness are not based upon J 
17 sufficient education and experience or if you should J 
18 conclude that the reasons given in support of the 1 
19 opinions are not sound or that such opinions are 1 
1 2 0 outweighed by other evidence, you may disregard the l| 
| 21 opinion entirely. 1 
22 Instruction No. 14: Certain charts and 1 
2 3 summaries have been shown to you in order to help 1 
2 4 explain the facts disclosed by the books, records, 1 
2 5 and other documents which are in evidence in the | 
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1 case. However, such charts or summaries are not in i 
2 and of themselves evidence or proof of any facts. If 1 
3 such charts or summaries do not correctly reflect 1 
4 facts or figures shown by the evidence in the case, 1 
5 you should disregard them. 1 
6 Instruction No. 15: Whenever in these 1 
7 instructions it is stated that the burden of proof 1 
8 rests upon a certain party or that a party must prove 1 
9 a certain proposition or that you must find a certain 1 
10 proposition to be true, I mean that unless the truth 1 
11 of the allegation is proved by a preponderance of the | 
12 evidence, you shall find that the same is not true. I 
13 Instruction No. 16:1 have noticed that 1 
14 some of you have been taking notes during the 1 
15 testimony. The use of notes in the jury room to 1 
16 refresh your memory is perfectly acceptable, but let 1 
17 me caution you not to rely excessively upon your i 
18 notes. You must arrive at a verdict independently, 1 
19 after consultation with the other jurors, and each of 1 
2 0 you must rely on your own memory of the evidence. 1 
21 One juror's opinion should not be given excessive 1 
2 2 consideration solely because that juror has taken 1 
23 notes. 1 
2 4 No. 17: A fact must be proved - or a 1 
2 5 fact may be proved by circumstantial evidence. 1 
4 (Pages 10 t o 13) 
CATHERINE L. KENNEDY, RPR, CSR 
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1 exhibits. 
2 MR. EMBLEM: Five forty-two-A and 542-B, as 
3 in "Baker." 
4 THE COURT: But P or D? 
5 MR. EMBLEM: Oh, plaintiffs. 
6 THE COURT: Plaintiffs. Thank you. 
7 MR. LARSEN: Your Honor, I object to counsel 
8 stating what the exhibit is and any mention of the 
9 exhibit before it's been offered and received into 
10 evidence. 
1 1 THE COURT: Sustained. 
12 Q. (By Mr. Emblem) Do you recognize the 
13 photographs as being photographs of the Clayton 
14 vehicle? 
15 A. They look like the Clayton vehicle. 
16 Q. Isn't the Clayton vehicle quite distinctive 
17 to your knowledge now? 
L8 A. Yes. 
1-9 Q. They're Clayton photographs, aren't they? 
2 0 A. That's what I said. 
21 MR. EMBLEM: Your Honor, we'd move Exhibits 
12 542-A and 542-B. 
23 THE COURT: And if you would premise it so 
2 4 that we're clear in the record here. It's P-541 and 
15 5-P-542. Any objection? 
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1 subject of your testimony? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Okay. 
4 MR. EMBLEM: Your Honor, defendants move 
5 Exhibit 490. 
6 MR. LARSEN: Same objection. 
7 THE COURT: Overruled. Four ninety - P-490 
8 is received. 
9 (Plaintiff Exhibit No. 490 was received.) 
10 Q. (By Mr. Emblem) I'm gonna show you — 
1 1 MR. EMBLEM: I'd like to display that. Let 
12 me see that. Can we put 490 up on the overhead, 
1 3 please? Can we have some lights? Thank you very 
14 much. 
1 5 Q. (By Mr. Emblem) Okay. This is a photograph 
1 6 identified in the upper right corner — 
1V MR. EMBLEM: Would you please show me the 
18 upper right corner? 
1 9 OLAV EMBLEM: Or left? 
2 0 MR. EMBLEM: Upper right corner. The 
2 1 identification. Right there. 
22 Q. (By Mr. Emblem) Germane Engineering, 
2 3 June 11, 2002? 
2 4 A. Correct. 
25 Q. Okay. 
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1 MR. EMBLEM: Well, it would be a correction, 
2 your Honor. 
3 M R LARSEN: Yes, objection. Foundation for 
4 this witness. 
5 MR. EMBLEM: Five forty-two-A and 542-B. 
6 THE COURT: Five - P-542-A and P-542-B? 
7 M R EMBLEM: B. Thank you. 
8 THE COURT: And there is an objection, 
9 foundation. Objection is sustained. 
.0 MR. EMBLEM: Okay. May I approach? 
1 THE COURT: No. I think we'll have your next 
2 question, Mr. Emblem, please. 
3 M R EMBLEM: Okay. 
4 Q. (By Mr. Emblem) Tm gonna show you some 
5 further photographs. Ask you if you can tell what 
6 these photographs — these are Plaintiffs 
7 Exhibit 490. One page of photographs. Can you 
8 recognize the photographs as being of the Clayton 
9 vehicle? 
0 A. I recognize the Clayton vehicle in the 
1 photograph. 
2 Q. Right. And do you recognize that t h e -
3 A. Excuse me. 
4 Q. -- vehicle contains — the photograph 
5 contains a picture of the door latch, which is the 
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1 MR. EMBLEM: Now please show me the door 
2 latch. Okay, stop there. 
3 Q. (By Mr. Emblem) Is that door latch open? 
4 A. That door latch, those forks are moved into 
5 the fully-opened position. 
6 Q. They're fully open? 
7 A. They're fully open in that picture. 
8 Q. Okay. All right. 
9 MR. EMBLEM: Lights, please. 
10 Q. (By Mr. Emblem) I'm gonna show you exhibits 
1 1 that are marked as 304-A through G, and ask you if you 
12 can ~ if you recognize those photographs as being 
1 3 photographs taken of the Clayton door parts, including 
14 the latch, in the interior door panel? 
15 A. I haven't seen these photos before, but they 
1 6 look like parts from the Clayton vehicle from the 
17 pictures. 
18 Q. And you recognize the parts of the Clayton 
19 vehicle because you ~ it was the subject of your 
2 0 investigation, correct? 
2 1 A. Correct. 
22 MR. EMBLEM: Your Honor, plaintiffs would 
2 3 move Exhibits 304-A through G. 
2 4 THE COURT: Any objection? 
2 5 MR. LARSEN: Yes, foundation. 
"tiffltim !* i'v#&*> «*.w"%h\\ **«.; 
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1 MR. E M B L E M : M a y I have that, please? Three 
2 ohfour-B? 
3 Q. (By Mr. Emblem) These photographs are 
4 identified as taken by Ms . Corrigan on 11 -
5 November 7 , 1 9 0 2 - or 2002. Is that door latch open? 
6 A. The door latch is open. A n d that's almost 
7 fully opened. The bottom is not fully descended. 
8 Q. A n d - o k a y . I'm gonna show you 3 04-C. 
9 MR. E M B L E M : Three oh four-C, please. 
10 Q. (By Mr. Emblem) In that - in 304-C we see 
1 1 this al ignment right here. Is that another way to 
12 tell that the latch is fully open, because the 
L 3 underside of the fork bolts come up and line with 
L 4 themselves? 
L 5 A. That latch in that picture is almost fully 
L 6 open. The later picture that she took in the same 
L 7 sequence shows that the bot tom latch is not all the 
L8 way fully open. The last picture. 
L9 Q. Let me show you 304-D. A n d 304-D we're still 
- 0 looking right into the latch, aren't we? 
i 1 A. Correct. 
• 2 Q. And the two -- underside, this is the part of 
* 3 the latch that grabs the lock — latch pin and the 
!4 bolt? 
!5 A. Striker. 
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1 are in plane? 
2 A . They're not in plane. It's partially open, 
3 but not all the way open. But they're not in plane. I 
4 Q. I'll show you 304-G. Is there anything 
5 different about this that would indicate that the j 
6 latch is not fully open? 
7 A. Yes, the bottom one is showing there at the 
8 bottom. That should tuck in underneath the side 
9 metal. 
1 0 Q. Yeah? 
1 1 A. So it's almost fully open, I'll give you 
1 2 that. Because they move - the experts move them from 
1 3 inspection to inspection. But it's still sticking up 
1 4 so it's, I'd say almost fully open, but not fully 
1 5 open. 
1 6 MR. EMBLEM: Let me have the Elmo. 
1 7 Q. (By Mr. Emblem) I'm gonna show you what's 
1 8 been admitted as 464-A- l . Your exemplar latch. I'm 
1 9 gonna display it on the Elmo. Do you recognize your 
2 0 latch? I've placed it on a little stack of paper here 
2 1 so it would sit up straight. D o you see that? 
22 A. Yes. 
2 3 Q. All right. And when you close the latch it 
2 4 looks like that, correct? 
2 5 A. Correct. 
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1 Q. And the other part is partially hidden over 
2 here, correct? 
3 A. Cor rec t Hidden under the metal . 
4 Q. And the fact that these two points are lined 
5 up is very good evidence that the door — bolt — fork 
6 bolts are all the way open? 
7 A. Forks are almost all the way open in these 
3 pictures. 
5 Q. Gonna give you 304-E. That was taken by 
0 Ms . Corrigan. Are you familiar with Ms . Corrigan's 
1 company that she works for? 
2 A. Exponent? 
3 Q. Exponent . 
4 A. Yes . 
5 Q. Pretty big outfit, isn't it? 
6 A. Pretty big, yes. 
7 Q. Again, a close up of that latch fully open, 
3 correct? 
9 A. I'd say almost fully open, given her last 
3 picture. I can't tell on the bottom. But it's close 
L to fully open when she inspected it. 
2 Q. Let m e show you 304-F. Another v iew into 
3 that latch opening, correct? 
1 A. Correct. 
> Q. In this case we can see that the fork bolts 
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1 Q. A n d when you open the latch it looks like 
2 that, correct? 
3 A. Correct. 
4 Q. Okay. Thafs 4 6 4 - A - l . Now, w e can see the 
5 fork bolt up here, can't we? 
6 A. Correct 
7 Q. A n d over here? 
8 A. Correct. 
9 Q. Okay. 
1 0 A . But they're both always tucking down below 
1 1 these edges. And in the Corrigan pictures it's still 
1 2 sticking up . In our pictures and Gilberg's pictures 
1 3 ifs still sticking up. It moves from inspection to 
1 4 inspection by the experts. 
1 5 Q. This 464-A-1 that you brought with you today 
1 6 is another mini latch, jus t like the Clayton latch; 
1 7 isn't that true? 
1 8 A . That's correct. 
1 9 Q. So when these two pins line up here in the 
2 0 center, that's all the way open, those two pins line 
2 1 up in the center? 
22 A. Say that again. 
2 3 Q. Right here in the center, these two pins 
2 4 right here that we saw here in the Corrigan 
25 photographs? 
2 8 ( P a g e s 1 0 6 t o 1 0 9 ) 
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